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Item No.  Subject 
 
13-8-1  Call to Order 
 
13-8-2  NFPA staff review of fire alarm and exit procedures 
 
13-8-3  Introduction of Members and Guests 
 
13-8-4  Approval of Previous Meeting Minutes [Attachment] 
 
13-8-5   Selection of Secretary 
 
13-8-6  Review of New Regs and Committee Actions 
 
13-8-7  Task Group Reports 
 
13-8-8  Processing of Public Inputs [Attachment] 
 
13-8-9  Old Business 
 
13-8-10  New Business 
 
13-8-11  Adjournment 
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Public Input No. 49-NFPA 110-2013 [ Global Input ] 

Change the title of the document to read:
Standard for Emergency Power Supply Systems

Additional Proposed Changes

File Name Description Approved
Open 110_Christman_various.pdf Cover Sheet 

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

The document title should be changed to align with the current scope of the document which 
only covers Level 1 and 2 equipment. The term EPSS has been adopted throughout the 
document. The term "standby" is only noted in the current document twice, Sections 1.1 and 
8.4.1.1. Chapter 4 addresses the classification of equipment within the scope of the document 
of which a classification of "standby" is not provided. No definition of "standby" is provided. 
From a user's standpoint, the document covers EPSS of which there are two levels of 
equipment. The intent of the document is not to address standby equipment and therefore the 
term should not be used in the title of the standard.

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full Name: Tom Christman
Organization: [ Not Specified ]
Submittal Date: Mon Jul 15 13:41:51 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, Tom Christman, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) all 
and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of 
Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a joint author, 
in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form is used. I 
hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this 
copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am Tom Christman, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by 
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature 

 Print  Reload Page  Close

Page 1 of 67National Fire Protection Association Report

7/17/2013http://submittals.nfpa.org/TerraViewWeb/ContentFetcher?commentParams=%28Comment...
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Public Input No. 50-NFPA 110-2013 [ Section No. 1.1 [Excluding any 

Sub-Sections] ] 

Original Hide Markup

This standard contains requirements covering the performance of emergency 
and standby power Level 1 and Level 2 systems providing an alternate source 
of electrical power to loads in buildings and facilities in the event that the primary 
power source fails.

Additional Proposed Changes

File Name Description Approved
Open 110_Christman_various.pdf Cover Sheet 

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

The wording of Section 1.1 needs to be consistent with other sections (like 1.1.3(6) that refers 
to the equipment as Level 1 and Level 2 rather than emergency and standby equipment. The 
proposed change does not change the intended scope but provides clarification and 
consistency to the user.

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full Name: Tom Christman
Organization: [ Not Specified ]
Submittal Date: Mon Jul 15 13:45:41 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, Tom Christman, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) all 
and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of 
Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a joint author, 
in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form is used. I 
hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this 
copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am Tom Christman, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by 
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature 

 Print  Reload Page  Close

Page 2 of 67National Fire Protection Association Report
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Public Input No. 44-NFPA 110-2013 [ Section No. 1.1.3 ] 

Original Hide Markup

1.1.3
This standard does not cover the following:

(1) Application of the EPSS

(2) Emergency lighting unit equipment

(3) Distribution wiring

(1) Utility service when such service is permitted as the EPSS

(2) Parameters for stored energy devices
(3) The equipment of systems that are not classed as Level 1 or Level 

2 systems in accordance with Chapter 4 of this standard

Additional Proposed Changes

File Name Description Approved

Open NFPA_110_NFPA_Public_Input_Form_-
_Scope_Change_ASCC_13-
12_Lead_Proposal_1.1.3.pdf

Cover 
Sheet 

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

 Print  Reload Page  Close
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This is a continuation of a discussion begun in the previous revision cycle about how the 
scope limitation of NFPA 110 needs to contemplate other dimensions to the power reliability 
problem.  A solution that increases backup power availability at lower total owning cost is 
possible with approaches that integrate the following:

a) independent perimeter utility sources in campus-style infrastructure,
b) district energy large and small
c) smart switching architectures and grounding regimes that borrow from the data center 
industry
d) smaller on-site generators in different locations
e) exterior plug-in facilities
f) inexpensive feeders between buildings with aluminum wiring (where the testing 
conditions permit).  

An integrated approach that includes more effective use of utility sources, but it opens the 
possibility that more reliable power may be supplied at lower cost and also contribute to 
national policy to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.   

The Technical Correlating Committee and the NFPA Standards Council needs to permit this 
document to develop into a “landing page” for all power system reliability issues at the 
building premises level and to be the go-to place where the competing requirements of 
customer wiring and utility wiring are reconciled – the so called “last mile” of distribution.   

As a veteran of the scope discussions on NEC CMP-1 I fully grasp how scope issues like this 
open onto a minefield of sensitivities among each of the interest groups on the committee.  It 
would not be reasonable to expect that this could be done by this committee in a single cycle, 
in isolation from, say the NFPA Standards Council and the TCC’s of NFPA 20, 101, and 70.  
Several documents will have to move together.  

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full Name: Michael Anthony
Organization: University of Michigan
Submittal Date: Wed Jul 10 13:59:16 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, Michael Anthony, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) all 
and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of 
Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a joint author, 
in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form is used. I 
hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this 
copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am Michael Anthony, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by 
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature

 Print  Reload Page  Close
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Public Input No. 23-NFPA 110-2013 [ Section No. 3.3.7.1 ] 

Original Hide Markup

3.3.7.1 * Valve-Regulated (VRLA).
A lead-acid battery consisting of sealed cells furnished with a valve that opens 
to vent the battery whenever the internal pressure of the battery exceeds the 
ambient pressure by a set amount. [NFPA 1]

A.3.3.7.1 In VRLA batteries, the liquid electrolyte in the cells is immobilized in 
an absorptive glass mat (AGM cells or batteries) or by the addition of a gelling
agent (gel cells or gelled batteries).

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

The first sentence of this definition should be extracted from NFPA 1. NFPA 111 has also 
extracted the same definition from NFPA 1.

The second sentence is not really part of the definition. If the technical committee feels that 
this information is essential and must be complied with, the information needs to move out of 
chapter 3 and into somewhere else in the body of the standard, since definitions are not 
enforceable.

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full Name: Marcelo Hirschler
Organization: GBH International
Submittal Date: Sat Jul 06 18:17:16 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, Marcelo Hirschler, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) all 
and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of 
Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a joint author, 
in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form is used. I 
hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this 
copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am Marcelo Hirschler, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature 

 Print  Reload Page  Close

Page 5 of 67National Fire Protection Association Report
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Public Input No. 24-NFPA 110-2013 [ Section No. 3.3.7.2 ] 

Original Hide Markup

3.3.7.2 * Vented (Flooded).
A lead-acid battery consisting of cells that have electrodes immersed in liquid 
electrolyte. A.3.3.7.2 Flooded lead-acid batteries may have a provision for the 
user to add water to the cell and are equipped with a flame-arresting vent which 
permits the escape of hydrogen and oxygen gas from the cell in a diffused 
manner such that a spark, or other ignition source, outside the cell will not ignite 
the gases inside the cell.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

The second sentence is not really part of the definition. If the technical committee feels that 
this information is essential and must be complied with, the information needs to move out of 
chapter 3 and into somewhere else in the body of the standard, since definitions are not 
enforceable.

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full Name: Marcelo Hirschler
Organization: GBH International
Submittal Date: Sat Jul 06 18:20:46 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, Marcelo Hirschler, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) all 
and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of 
Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a joint author, 
in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form is used. I 
hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this 
copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am Marcelo Hirschler, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature 

 Print  Reload Page  Close
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Public Input No. 21-NFPA 110-2013 [ Section No. 4.3 ] 

Original Hide Markup

4.3 Type.
The type defines the maximum time, in seconds, that the EPSS will permit the 
load terminals of the transfer switch to be without acceptable rated (+/- 5% 
voltage and frequency) electrical power. Table 4.1(b) provides the types 
defined by this standard.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

The term "acceptable" is too subjective.  What may be acceptable for one load or one 
equipment producer may not be acceptable for another.  Assigning metrics in place of 
"acceptable" better defines the previously mentioned term, "reliable".

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full Name: Steven Sappington
Organization: Caterpillar Inc.
Submittal Date: Tue Jul 02 15:01:07 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, Steven Sappington, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA)
all and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of 
Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a joint author, 
in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form is used. I 
hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this 
copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am Steven Sappington, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature 

 Print  Reload Page  Close

Page 7 of 67National Fire Protection Association Report
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Public Input No. 48-NFPA 110-2013 [ Section No. 4.4.3 ] 

Original Hide Markup

4.4.3 *
All equipment shall be permanently installed unless approved by the 
AHJ .

A.4.4.3 When a EPSS is taken out-of-service for repair or replacement, a 
portable generator may be installed to provide power to the EPSS to 
keep the system operational with the approval of the AHJ.

Additional Proposed Changes

File Name Description Approved
Open 110_Christman_various.pdf Cover Sheet 

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

In the nuclear industry, there are mobile generators that are classified as Level 1 or Level 2 
equipment that can be used in the event of a failure of the primary equipment that is 
permanently installed. When the primary generator fails or has to be taken out-of-service for 
repair, the portable generator will be connected to the EPSS as the power supply while the 
permanently installed generator is being repaired or replaced. The use of the portable unit 
would have to be approved by the AHJ to ensure that the EPSS can provide the intended 
service. The revised text provided an option when needed to maintain a working EPSS. The 
option of not having an alternate power supply is very limiting and in some cases would cause 
the facility to terminate operations when the EPSS serves a required safety function.

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full Name: Tom Christman
Organization: [ Not Specified ]
Submittal Date: Mon Jul 15 13:36:26 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, Tom Christman, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) all 
and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of 
Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a joint author, 
in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form is used. I 
hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this 
copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am Tom Christman, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by 
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature 

 Print  Reload Page  Close
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Public Input No. 22-NFPA 110-2013 [ Section No. 4.4.4 ] 

Original Hide Markup

4.4.4*
Level 1 and Level 2 systems shall ensure that all loads served by the EPSS are 
supplied with alternate power that meets all the following criteria: 

(1) Of a quality within the operating limits of the load

(2) For a duration specified for the class as defined in Table 4.1(a)

(3) Within the time specified for the type as defined in Table 4.1(b)

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

Comment adds objectivity and assigns metrics to govern alternate power.

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full Name: Steven Sappington
Organization: Caterpillar Inc.
Submittal Date: Tue Jul 02 16:22:23 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, Steven Sappington, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA)
all and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of 
Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a joint author, 
in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form is used. I 
hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this 
copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am Steven Sappington, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature 

 Print  Reload Page  Close

Page 9 of 67National Fire Protection Association Report
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Public Input No. 38-NFPA 110-2013 [ New Section after 5.1.3 ] 

5.1.4 (NEW)  A public utility source with analytic and operational characteristics 
that demonstrate availability acceptable to the Authority Having Jurisdiction 
shall be permitted to be used as the EPS to individual buildings supplied by a 
cogeneration system that is the normal source of power.

Additional Proposed Changes

File Name Description A
Open NFPA_110_Mike_Anthony_proposal_5.1.4_on_cogeneration_clarification_UM_13

-12.docx_-_scanned_signature.pdf
Cover 
Sheet 

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

This proposal wants to expand upon the permissive concept already present in Section 5.1.3.  
The concept of a public utility source to back up an on-site source is captured fairly well in the 
preceding paragraphs though some wordsmithing of Section 5.1.3 would remove some 
fragments and ambiguity.  (See related proposal).  An on-site source could be an array of 
local generators that are not part of a district energy system.   
But the word “cogeneration” appears only once (in Section 7.1.5) and that is the perceived 
problem that motivates this proposal.  An explicit statement about district energy and 
cogeneration systems that have been shown by analytics, probabilistic calculation and 
operating experience to have sufficient independence from the off-site, utility source, would 
help make the 2016 revision of this document track regulatory action that wants to encourage 
district energy.   The use of perimeter utility sources for emergency and standby power solve 
many generator siting and emissions control problems that persist in campus-style 
infrastructure.     

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full Name: Michael Anthony
Organization: University of Michigan
Submittal Date: Wed Jul 10 13:40:27 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, Michael Anthony, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) all 
and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of 
Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a joint author, 
in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form is used. I 
hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this 
copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am Michael Anthony, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by 
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature

 Print  Reload Page  Close
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Public Input No. 42-NFPA 110-2013 [ New Section after 5.1.3 ] 

5.1.4. (NEW) Where cogeneration systems are the normal source of power and 
use a single public utility as the normal natural gas fuel supply, on-site 
generators at individual buildings may be supplied power from the same natural 
gas source if the operating experience and availability analytics acceptable to 
the Authority Having Jurisdiction.

Additional Proposed Changes

File Name Description Ap
Open NFPA_110_5.1.4_proposal_for_cogeneration_source_independence_concept_13

-12.pdf
Cover 
Sheet 

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

This adds to the vocabulary of backup power systems so that designers have some language 
to approach the AHJ when only one public utility is the natural gas source.  In some 
environments, especially college and university campuses, on-site fuel storage is nearly 
impossible for a range of reasons.  Being able to use the same natural gas source as the 
upstream cogeneration plant is a solution that should have a bright line under it.

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full Name: Michael Anthony
Organization: University of Michigan
Submittal Date: Wed Jul 10 13:54:29 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, Michael Anthony, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) all 
and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of 
Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a joint author, 
in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form is used. I 
hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this 
copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am Michael Anthony, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by 
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature

 Print  Reload Page  Close

Page 11 of 67National Fire Protection Association Report
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Public Input No. 43-NFPA 110-2013 [ New Section after 5.1.3 ] 

5.1.4 (NEW)  Where occupancy class, operational experience and availability
analytics demonstrate equivalent reliability to an onsite energy converter, an
EPS may be permitted to be provided by a feeder from a remote building. 

Additional Proposed Changes

File Name Descriptio
Open NFPA_110_Mike_Anthony_proposal_for_supplying_power_between_buildings_5.1.4_

-_scanned_signature.pdf
Cover 
Sheet 

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

The pressure is on to find ways to get backup power (emergency and/or standby power) 
without an on-site generator.  There are many cases where this is technically and 
economically feasible.  Many district energy systems have automated switchgear that has the 
practical effect of simulating public-utility-like availability.  When adjacent buildings on a 
campus are supplied on different buses that are available for all but 0.87 hours per year and 
on-site generators are not available 8.76 hours per year, the EPSS should be permitted to be 
supplied from a separate building where the common mode failure originates at the district 
energy power distribution buses.

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full Name: Michael Anthony
Organization: University of Michigan
Submittal Date: Wed Jul 10 13:57:08 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, Michael Anthony, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) all 
and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of 
Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a joint author, 
in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form is used. I 
hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this 
copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am Michael Anthony, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by 
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature

 Print  Reload Page  Close

Page 12 of 67National Fire Protection Association Report
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Public Input No. 36-NFPA 110-2013 [ Section No. 5.1.3 ] 

Original Hide Markup

5.1.3 *
A public electric utility that has a demonstrated reliability with 
oprational and analytic reliability characteristics acceptable to the 
Authority Having Jurisdiction shall be permitted to be used as the EPS 
where the primary source is by means of on-site energy conversion 
system .

Additional Proposed Changes

File Name Description Approv
Open NFPA_110_Mike_Anthony_proposal_5.1.3_wordsmithing_for_clarity_UM_13

-12.docx.pdf
Cover 
Sheet 

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

Some recommended wordsmithing for the committee to consider.

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full Name: Michael Anthony
Organization: University of Michigan
Submittal Date: Wed Jul 10 13:31:18 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, Michael Anthony, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) all 
and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of 
Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a joint author, 
in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form is used. I 
hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this 
copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am Michael Anthony, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by 
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature

 Print  Reload Page  Close

Page 13 of 67National Fire Protection Association Report
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Public Input No. 47-NFPA 110-2013 [ Section No. 5.3.3 ] 

Original Hide Markup

5.3.3
Antifreeze protection shall be provided according to the 
manufacturer's recommendations for the expected climate conditions .

Additional Proposed Changes

File Name Description Approved
Open 110_Christman_various.pdf Cover Sheet 

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

The determination of what type of antifreeze protection should be left up to the operator of the 
unit and not the manufacturer. The intent of the section is to ensure that protection from 
freezing conditions is provided to the coolant system. The manufacturer should not and 
cannot be expected to list all of the types of antifreeze solution that could be used to provide 
the protection. If a user has standardized on a particular antifreeze solution and it provides 
the required protection, then they should be allowed to use it without having to submit an 
approval to the AHJ for an alternative means of protection.

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full Name: Tom Christman
Organization: [ Not Specified ]
Submittal Date: Mon Jul 15 13:25:33 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, Tom Christman, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) all 
and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of 
Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a joint author, 
in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form is used. I 
hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this 
copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am Tom Christman, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by 
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature 

 Print  Reload Page  Close
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Public Input No. 39-NFPA 110-2013 [ Section No. 5.4 ] 

Original Hide Markup

5.4 * Energy Converters — Capacity.
The energy converters shall have the required capacity and response to pick up 
and carry the load within the time specified in Table 4.1(b) after loss of primary 
power. 

In the specification of energy converter capacity the application of 
diversity factors based upon measurements taken in identical occupancy 
classes as approved by the Authority Having Jurisdiction shall be 
permitted.

Additional Proposed Changes

File Name Description Approved
Open NFPA_110_5.4_proposal_for_diversity_factors_in_OSG_capacity_UM_13

-12.docx_scanned_signature.pdf
Cover 
Sheet 

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 
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There is a paucity of organized and published research into diversity factors during power 
emergencies; though anecdotal evidence in the education facilities industry suggests that 
oversizing of generators is as common as service transformer kVA oversizing.  This 
oversizing results in unnecessary flash hazard, material and energy waste and emissions.  
Until that research arrives, then, borrowing concepts from other documents permits the 
electrical designer some (but not all) of the leeway he or she is granted in Section 220.86 of 
the NEC, repeated here for the convenience of the committee:  

220.87 Determining Existing Loads.The calculation of a feeder or service load for existing 
installations shall be permitted to use actual maximum demand to determine the existing load 
under all of the following conditions: 
(1) The maximum demand data is available for a 1-year period. 
Exception: If the maximum demand data for a 1-year period is not available, the calculated 
load shall be permitted to be based on the maximum demand (measure of average power 
demand over a 15-minute period) continuously recorded over a minimum 30-day period using 
a recording ammeter or power meter connected to the highest loaded phase of the feeder or 
service, based on the initial loading at the start of the recording. The recording shall reflect 
the maximum demand of the feeder or service by being taken when the building or space is 
occupied and shall include by measurement or calculation the larger of the heating or cooling 
equipment load, and other loads that may be periodic in nature due to seasonal or similar 
conditions.
(2) The maximum demand at 125 percent plus the new load does not exceed the ampacity of 
the feeder or rating of the service.
(3) The feeder has overcurrent protection in accordance with 240.4, and the service has 
overload protection in accordance with 230.90.

It is not a perfect fit but the concept of using actual measurements should be easy to endorse.  
This proposal is submitted to insert bright line language that will contribute to the reduction in 
generator over-sizing.  A change to Section 220.14 of the 2014 revision to the NEC, for 
example, is the result of research that revealed significant overcapacity in service 
transformers in most large commercial buildings.  Like the NEC itself, this document needs to 
track the downward trajectory of electrical load densities as the result of energy conservation 
codes.

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full Name: Michael Anthony
Organization: University of Michigan
Submittal Date: Wed Jul 10 13:44:26 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, Michael Anthony, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) all 
and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of 
Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a joint author, 
in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form is used. I 
hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this 
copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am Michael Anthony, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by 
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature
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Public Input No. 46-NFPA 110-2013 [ Section No. 5.5.1.1 ] 

Original Hide Markup

5.5.1.1
Enclosed fuel tanks shall be permitted to be used for supplying fuel 
for other equipment, provided that the draw-down level always
guarantees the quantity needed engineering features are designed into 
the tank to guarantee that the required quantity of fuel is available for the
EPSS.

Additional Proposed Changes

File Name Description Approved
Open 110_Christman_various.pdf Cover Sheet 

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

The use of a single tank for supplying multiple pieces of equipment should only be allowed 
when engineering features have been incorporated into the tank design. The previous 
wording would allow administrative controls to "guarantee" the quantity of fuel. The use of the 
term "guarantees" within this section is much more demanding that "shall ensure" or 
"sufficient" or other terms. If the quantity must be guaranteed, then an engineering control 
needs to be required on the design of the tank.

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full Name: Tom Christman
Organization: [ Not Specified ]
Submittal Date: Mon Jul 15 13:21:27 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, Tom Christman, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) all 
and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of 
Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a joint author, 
in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form is used. I 
hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this 
copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am Tom Christman, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by 
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature 
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Public Input No. 5-NFPA 110-2013 [ Section No. 5.5.3 ] 

Original Hide Markup

5.5.3*
The main fuel tank shall have a minimum capacity of at least 133 percent of 
either the low-fuel sensor quantity specified in 5.5.2 or that specified in Table
4.1(a) (class).

Additional Proposed Changes

File Name Description Approved
Open 110_PI_5_Burris_Supporting.pdf Supporting Material 

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

Floating suction provides the cleanest fuel available to the prime mover at all times. Fuel is 
extracted from the middle of the tank instead of the bottom where water and other 
contaminants are found.

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full Name: STEVE BURRIS
Organization: PETROLEUM RECOVERY SVC
Submittal Date: Mon Apr 08 14:17:51 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, STEVE BURRIS, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) all 
and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of 
Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a joint author, 
in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form is used. I 
hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this 
copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am STEVE BURRIS, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by 
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature 
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Public Input No. 51-NFPA 110-2013 [ Section No. 5.5.3 ] 

Original Hide Markup

5.5.3 *
The main fuel tank shall have a minimum capacity of at least 133 
percent of either the low-fuel sensor quantity specified in 5.5.2 or
that the quantity required to support the duration of run specified in 
Table 4.1(a) (class) .

Additional Proposed Changes

File Name Description Approved
Open 110_Christman_various.pdf Cover Sheet 

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

The revision is editorial for clarification as Table 4.1(a) does not specify any quantity of fuel. 
The table specifies a time duration which must be used to calculate the required fuel based 
on the burn rate at rated capacity of the generator.

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full Name: Tom Christman
Organization: [ Not Specified ]
Submittal Date: Mon Jul 15 13:48:03 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, Tom Christman, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) all 
and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of 
Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a joint author, 
in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form is used. I 
hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this 
copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am Tom Christman, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by 
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature 
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Public Input No. 52-NFPA 110-2013 [ Section No. 5.6.3.3 ] 

Original Hide Markup

5.6.3.3
The prime mover shall be provided with the following instruments:

(1) Oil pressure gauge to indicate lubricating oil pressure . 
Engines with splash-lubricated systems shall not require this 
gauge. when a pressurized lubricating system is provided.

(2) Temperature gauge to indicate cooling medium temperature . 
Air-cooled engines shall not require this gauge. when a liquid 
medium cooling system is used.

(3) Hour meter to indicate actual total running time.

(4) Battery-charging meter indicating performance of prime mover–
driven battery charging means.

(5) Other instruments as recommended or provided by the prime 
mover manufacturer where required for maintenance.

Additional Proposed Changes

File Name Description Approved
Open 110_Christman_various.pdf Cover Sheet 

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

The revised text doesn't change the requirements or intent but does elimiante having two 
requirements within a single section element which is required by the Manual of Style.

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full Name: Tom Christman
Organization: [ Not Specified ]
Submittal Date: Mon Jul 15 13:50:34 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, Tom Christman, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) all 
and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of 
Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a joint author, 
in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form is used. I 
hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this 
copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am Tom Christman, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by 
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature 
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Public Input No. 53-NFPA 110-2013 [ Section No. 5.6.4.6 ] 

Original Hide Markup

5.6.4.6 * Automatic Battery Charger.
In addition to the prime mover– (engine–) driven charger required in 5.6.3.6.1, a 
battery charger(s) as required in Table 5.6.4.2 shall be supplied for recharging 
or maintaining a charge , or on both , on the starting or and control battery
unit, or both .

Additional Proposed Changes

File Name Description Approved
Open 110_Christman_various.pdf Cover Sheet 

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

The current wording of the requirement of 5.6.4.6 indicates that recharging OR maintaining of 
the battery is only required on either the starting OR control battery unit due to the placement 
of "or" within the requirement. The revised wording of the requirement ensures that both the 
starting and control batteries are maintained with a proper charge which is believed to be the 
intent of the requirement.

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full Name: Tom Christman
Organization: [ Not Specified ]
Submittal Date: Mon Jul 15 13:53:03 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, Tom Christman, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) all 
and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of 
Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a joint author, 
in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form is used. I 
hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this 
copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am Tom Christman, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by 
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature 
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Public Input No. 54-NFPA 110-2013 [ Section No. 5.6.8 ] 

Original Hide Markup

5.6.8 Prime Mover Exhaust Piping.
Where applicable, the The exhaust system shall include a muffler or silencer 
sized for the unit and a flexible exhaust section.

Additional Proposed Changes

File Name Description Approved
Open 110_Christman_various.pdf Cover Sheet 

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

The requirement does not reference any standard or criteria for determining whether the 
installation of a muffler or silencer and flexible exhaust section is applicable or not. The 
requirement for the provided features should include a set of criteria for determining whether 
it is applicable or not. If there is no acceptance criteria, the requirement should be applied to 
all installations.

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full Name: Tom Christman
Organization: [ Not Specified ]
Submittal Date: Mon Jul 15 13:56:16 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, Tom Christman, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) all 
and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of 
Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a joint author, 
in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form is used. I 
hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this 
copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am Tom Christman, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by 
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature 
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Public Input No. 20-NFPA 110-2013 [ Section No. 5.6.9.9 ] 

Original Hide Markup

5.6.9.9
The generator instrument panel for Level 1 applications shall contain the 
following: 

(1) An ac voltmeter(s) for each phase or a phase selector switch

(2) An ac ammeter(s) for each phase or a phase selector switch

(3) A frequency meter

(4) A voltage-adjusting rheostat to feature to allow ±5 percent voltage
adjustment

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

Engine generator sets operating in Level 1 installations should be controlled and adjusted 
during operation by qualified individuals only.  Modern generator set controllers do not rely 
upon external adjustment components such as rheostats.  Rheostats, in particular, can exhibit 
high failure rates due to improper soldering technique and dirt accumulation.  Further, a 
rheostat can be accidentally bumped, thus changing its setting.  More reliable engine 
generator set performance may be realized using a different voltage adjustment method.  If 
producers choose to provide a rheostat, so be it.  As long as a voltage adjust feature is 
provided, then the Standard's intent will have been satisfied.

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full Name: Steven Sappington
Organization: Caterpillar Inc.
Submittal Date: Tue Jul 02 10:40:34 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, Steven Sappington, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA)
all and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of 
Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a joint author, 
in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form is used. I 
hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this 
copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am Steven Sappington, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature 
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Public Input No. 3-NFPA 110-2013 [ Section No. 7.2.3 ] 

Original Hide Markup

7.2.3 *
Level 1 EPSS equipment shall not be installed in the same room 
with the normal service supply equipment, where the service 
supply equipment is rated over 150 volts to ground and equal to or 
greater than 1000 amperes.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

Changing the word from service to supply would put this article in line with similiar language 
in NFPA 111.   Safeguarding Level 1 EPS loads is just as important in a building supplied 
from a feeder as it is for a service if we are to ensure life safety.

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full Name: KENNETH. VALLERY
Organization: 
Submittal Date: Wed Feb 27 16:08:43 EST 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, KENNETH. VALLERY, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association 
(NFPA) all and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the
Statement of Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a 
joint author, in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form 
is used. I hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to 
enter into this copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am KENNETH. VALLERY, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by 
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature 
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Public Input No. 1-NFPA 110-2013 [ Section No. 7.2.4 ] 

Original Hide Markup

7.2.4*
The rooms, enclosures, or separate buildings housing Level 1 or Level 2 EPSS 
equipment shall be designed and located to minimize damage from flooding, 
including that caused by the following: 

(1) Flooding resulting from fire fighting

(2) Sewer water backup

(3) Other disasters or occurrences

(4) EPSS serving installations where the loss of power can pause a threat to 
humans and the environment:

EPSS shall be protected by an enclosure capable of withstanding any type of 
natural disaster expected. This includes water flooding disasters or any similar 
type of effect. The enclosure shall be built water tight, with generator set air 
intake/expelled air arranged as shown in the three sketches show in Figure 7.1.

Additional Proposed Changes

File Name Description Approved
Open 110_Fig_7.1.pdf Figure 7.1 

Open NFPA_110_document_proposal_form_13_Sept_12.pdf Cover Sheet 

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

To maximize the level of protection of EPSS against natural disasters. Such as the tsunami 
floods which effected the performance of the EPSS in Fukushima installations in Japan, 2011.
Note: Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full Name: ALI HASAN
Organization: [ Not Specified ]
Submittal Date: Thu Jan 24 12:18:16 EST 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, ALI HASAN, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) all and 
full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of Problem 
and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a joint author, in any 
publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form is used. I hereby 
warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this 
copyright assignment.
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Public Input No. 12-NFPA 110-2013 [ Section No. 7.3.1 ] 

Original Hide Markup

7.3.1
The Level 1 or Level 2 EPS and EPSS equipment location(s) shall be 
provided with battery-powered emergency lighting. This requirement 
shall not apply to units located outdoors in enclosures that do not include 
walk-in access.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

By including EPSS equipment in the requirement for battery lighting the requirement would be 
extended from the generator only to include the paralleling switchgear (if applicable) and the 
transfer switches. Some AHJ's are already requiring this and many owners ask their 
engineers to include this as good design practice.

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full Name: ERIC SWEET
Organization: Mazzetti
Submittal Date: Wed May 29 21:24:23 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, ERIC SWEET, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) all and 
full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of Problem 
and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a joint author, in any 
publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form is used. I hereby 
warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this 
copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am ERIC SWEET, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by 
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature 
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Public Input No. 18-NFPA 110-2013 [ New Section after 7.9 ] 

TITLE OF NEW CONTENT

Type your content here ...No automatically actuated valves shall be permitted in the 
fuel oil supply or fuel oil return lines between the main storage and daytanks, nor 
between the main storage tank and generator when daytanks are not installed.

Additional Proposed Changes

File Name Description Approved
Open Fusible_Link_Article_-

_20_June_2013.pdf
Fusible Links in FOS and FOR 
Lines 

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

See attached article which contains risks involved when fusible links are installed

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full Name: Dan Chisholm
Organization: MGI Systems, Inc.
Submittal Date: Sat Jun 22 09:46:01 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, Dan Chisholm, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) all and 
full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of Problem 
and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a joint author, in any 
publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form is used. I hereby 
warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this 
copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am Dan Chisholm, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by 
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature 
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Public Input No. 37-NFPA 110-2013 [ New Section after 7.10.4.1 ] 

7.10.5 (NEW) Exhaust systems shall be installed to conform to federal, state and 
local emissions requirements. 

Additional Proposed Changes

File Name Descriptio
Open NFPA_110_Mike_Anthony_proposal_for_emissions_considerations_in_7.10.5_UM_13

-12_scanned_signature.pdf
Cover 
Sheet 

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

This is largely a concept that will have to be dealt with at the manufacturer level but since the 
word “emission” does even appear once in NFPA 110 it is best to have the national 
committee that knows most about this topic deal with in this document. In campus and 
municipal settings it is becoming more difficult to site a generator.  Permitting and paperwork 
is increasing.  Since greenhouse gas emissions regulations may limit the sizing, the selection 
and – at least as important -- inspection, testing and maintenance of prime movers covered in 
this document, consideration of emissions is relevant, even central, to its purpose.  Additional 
information is available at this link: 
http://www.epa.gov/ttnatw01/rice/ricepg.html

Submitter Information Verification

Submitter Full Name: Michael Anthony
Organization: University of Michigan
Submittal Date: Wed Jul 10 13:35:07 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, Michael Anthony, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) all 
and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of
Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a joint author, 
in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form is used. I 
hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this 
copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am Michael Anthony, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by 
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature 
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Public Input No. 9-NFPA 110-2013 [ Section No. 7.13.4.3.4 ] 

Original Hide Markup

7.13.4.3.4
The data specified in 7.13.4.1.3 (4), (5), (7), shall be recorded at first 
load acceptance of the test period identified in 7.13.4.1.3 (10).
7.13.4.3.5 The data specified in 7.13.4.1.3( 8), and (9) shall be 
recorded at first load acceptance and every 15 minutes thereafter 
until the completion of the test period identified in 7.13.4.1.3 (10).

Additional Proposed Changes

File Name Description Approved
Open 110_Christman7.13.4.3.4_Proposal.pdf Cover Sheet 

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

This section requires the recording of data over the test period. Subsections items (4), (5), 
and (7) need to be recorded at the beginning of the test and the documented results don't 
change during the entire test time frame. Subsection items (8) and (9) need to be recorded 
periodically over the duration of the test. The proposal divides the recording of the appropriate 
data into two separate requirements for 1) data that doesn't change during the test and 2) 
data that may vary periodically during the test. The proposal eliminates the unnecessary 
recording of data every 15 minutes that only pertains to the starting criteria of the required 
test.

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full Name: Tom Christman
Organization: [ Not Specified ]
Submittal Date: Wed Apr 10 13:39:08 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, Tom Christman, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) all 
and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of 
Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a joint author, 
in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form is used. I 
hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this 
copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am Tom Christman, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by 
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature 
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Public Input No. 13-NFPA 110-2013 [ Section No. 8.2.4 ] 

Original Hide Markup

8.2.4
Replacement for parts identified by experience as high mortality items shall be 
maintained in a secure location(s) on the premises.
8.2.4.1

Consideration shall be given to stocking spare parts as recommended 
by the manufacturer.

RECOMMENDATION:  (Confusing and subject to interpretation by 
regulators / inspectors). 

ADD:  In lieu of high mortality replacement parts maintained on site 
establish an on-call service response with parts in stock.

JUSTIFICATION:  Most owner operators cannot replace parts without 
calling for a service technician.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

Regulators / inspectors require parts / spares on site specifically by genset.  User operators 
are not sophiticated enought to know what to have and presence of parts deteriorating on site 
to check off a block is not good.  Most end users cannot serice the equipment or change 
these parts and depend upon a service provider.  so having the service provider on call # 
posted with a parts availability is a better solution as this service provider will most likely 
properly store the parts to prevent degradation.

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full Name: WILLIAM PHILLIPS
Organization: RITEWAY SERVICES
Submittal Date: Tue Jun 18 11:36:38 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, WILLIAM PHILLIPS, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA)
all and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of 
Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a joint author, 
in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form is used. I 
hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this 
copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am WILLIAM PHILLIPS, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by 
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature
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Public Input No. 41-NFPA 110-2013 [ New Section after 8.3 ] 

8.3.X   A permanent record of the date, time, and duration of the interruption of 
the normal power source shall be maintained and readily available.

Additional Proposed Changes

File Name Description Approved
Open NFPA_110_8.3.x_proposal_for_record-

keeping_for_comparing_availability_13-12.pdf
Cover 
Sheet 

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

This proposal is intended to produce data that will permit comparison of the operational 
availability of the EPSS and the normal power source.  Most public utilities now report 
distribution system interruptions according to the IEEE P1366, Guide for Electric Distribution 
Reliability Indices  (though site specific issues such as weather patterns do not track very well 
yet).
By now, this information is available in most electrical service metering systems.  Over time, 
this information – set against the downtime of on-site energy conversion equipment may 
inform the direction of innovation in backup – and normal – power delivery technologies.  

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full Name: Michael Anthony
Organization: University of Michigan
Submittal Date: Wed Jul 10 13:50:41 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, Michael Anthony, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) all 
and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of 
Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a joint author, 
in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form is used. I 
hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this 
copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am Michael Anthony, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by 
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature
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Public Input No. 14-NFPA 110-2013 [ Section No. 8.3.4.1 ] 

Original Hide Markup

8.3.4.1
The permanent record shall include the following:

(1) The date of the maintenance report

(2) Identification of the servicing personnel

(3) Notation of any unsatisfactory condition and the corrective action 
taken, including parts replaced

(4) Testing of any repair for the time as recommended by the
manufacturer

NOTE:  Servicing personnel should be qualified to work on the 
equipment including the prime mover and generator and components.

JUSTIFICATION: In the field even some of the manufactuer service 
people are not "qualified or trained" to work on or trouble shoot the 
generator just the prime mover. 

RECOMMENDATION:  Require "core competency" training certificates 
for all service technicians.  Core Comptency = training on specific tasks 
or equipment model series where the technician has been specifically 
trained to perform the required tasks by an appropriately trained or 
competent instructor or provider.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

NOTE:  Servicing personnel should be qualified to work on the equipment including the prime 
mover and generator and components. We have found through "specifying" specific items 
that vendors (manufauturer vendors included) do not have responding service technicians 
that are "qualified" to work on the generator portion of the GENSET and some of the work is 
over looked due to that condition.

JUSTIFICATION: In the field even some of the manufactuer service people are not "qualified 
or trained" to work on or trouble shoot the generator just the prime mover.  

RECOMMENDATION:  Require "core competency" training certificates for all service 
technicians.  Core Comptency = training on specific tasks or equipment model series where 
the technician has been specifically trained to perform the required tasks by an appropriately 
trained or competent instructor or provider.

Submitter Information Verification

Submitter Full Name: WILLIAM PHILLIPS
Organization: RITEWAY SERVICES
Submittal Date: Tue Jun 18 11:40:48 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment
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Public Input No. 15-NFPA 110-2013 [ Section No. 8.3.5 ] 

Original Hide Markup

8.3.5 *
Transfer switches shall be subjected to a maintenance and testing program 

that includes all of the following operations:

(1) Checking of connections

(2) Inspection or testing for evidence of overheating and excessive contact
erosion

(3) Removal of dust and dirt

(4) Replacement of contacts when required

"Recommend adding infrared scanning as alternative for physical contact 
inspection."

JUSTIFICATION:  EPSS transfer systems cannot be realistically shut down for 
"static" inspection as this requires shutting off NORMAL and EMERGENCY 
systems so all circuits are OFF.  Actual outage conditions for severe weather 
such as storms, hurricanes and repeated under live load transfers degrade 
contacts more than normal planned testing.  The scans will reveal issues to 
trigger the need for visual inspection, resurfacing or replacement of contacts.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

JUSTIFICATION:  EPSS transfer systems cannot be realistically shut down for "static" 
inspection as this requires shutting off NORMAL and EMERGENCY systems so all circuits 
are OFF.  Actual outage conditions for severe weather such as storms, hurricanes and 
repeated under live load transfers degrade contacts more than normal planned testing.  The 
scans will reveal issues to trigger the need for visual inspection, resurfacing or replacement of 
contacts. 

Submitter Information Verification

Submitter Full Name: WILLIAM PHILLIPS
Organization: RITEWAY SERVICES
Submittal Date: Tue Jun 18 11:45:57 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, WILLIAM PHILLIPS, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 
all and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of 
Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a joint author, 
in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form is used. I
hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this 
copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am WILLIAM PHILLIPS, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by 
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature 
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Public Input No. 16-NFPA 110-2013 [ Section No. 8.3.8 ] 

Original Hide Markup

8.3.8 *
A fuel quality test shall be performed at least annually using appropriate ASTM

standards.

RECOMMENDATIONS:  This is very confusing to operators and inspectors.  
Some facilities pay upward of $795 for these tests.

ADD:  (1) For day tanks and self contained generatore fuel tanks.  Perform 
annual fuel testing to evaluate:

(a) Fuel clarity

(b) Fuel water content or water contamination test

(c) Fuel microbial contamination testing.

(2) Testing be In Accordance With (IAW) diesel fuel industry testing standards 
and include training requirements for personnel performing the testing I.E. 
appropriate "core Competency" training by a properly trained provider or 
instructor.

(3) ADDITIONAL REUIREMENTS FOR LONG TERM STORAGE OF FUEL.  
To include all of the above plus falshpoint and other integrity tests.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

RECOMMENDATIONS:  This is very confusing to operators and inspectors.  Some facilities 
pay upward of $795 for these tests. 

Fleets monitor fuel condtion. Aviation, military and other diesel type fuel users monitor fuel 
integrity and stability using the tests mentioned.  If these tests are "positive" remedial action is 
requried that may require additional testing, fuel polishing, tank cleaning, or fuel replacement. 
These tests are satisfactory to fly fighter jets world wide it should be effective and adequate 
for standby generators.

However, the "core comptency" training for all testing technicians should be required and if 
not available samples should be taken and sent off to a qualified testing station to be 
appropriately tested and analized. 

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full Name: WILLIAM PHILLIPS
Organization: RITEWAY SERVICES
Submittal Date: Tue Jun 18 11:50:36 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, WILLIAM PHILLIPS, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA)
all and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of 
Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a joint author, 
in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form is used. I 
hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this 
copyright assignment.
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Public Input No. 40-NFPA 110-2013 [ Section No. 8.4.1 [Excluding 

any Sub-Sections] ] 

Original Hide Markup

EPSSs, including all appurtenant components, shall be permitted to be 
inspected weekly and exercised under load at least monthly according to a 
Reliability-Centered Maintenance program .

Additional Proposed Changes

File Name Des
Open NFPA_110_Mike_Anthony_proposal_for_permitting_reliability_centered_maintenance_8.4.1_

-_scanned_signature.pdf
Cov
She

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 
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Because of the broad span of risks in a single building, or on an campus of groups of 
buildings, fixed interval testing of the EPSS is neither practical nor affordable for Owners with 
grim budgets and gathering complexity cost..  Fixed interval testing is suitable where it 
supports the facility mission and avoids maintenance induced errors.   In many cases, 
however, fixed interval testing takes away from resources that are needed in other high-risk 
systems in facility infrastructure.  
Without taking the rigor from 8.4.1 another clause that permits inspection, testing to be 
informed by the occupancy type, the age of the equipment, the complexity and other 
variables, will add to this documents’ practical use.   Some information from the Wikipedia, 
which highlights the use of RCM in the airline industry, is reproduced below: 

“Reliability centered maintenance is an engineering framework that enables the definition of a 
complete maintenance regime. It regards maintenance as the means to maintain the 
functions a user may require of machinery in a defined operating context. As a discipline it 
enables machinery stakeholders to monitor, assess, predict and generally understand the 
working of their physical assets. This is embodied in the initial part of the RCM process which 
is to identify the operating context of the machinery, and write a Failure Mode Effects and 
Criticality Analysis (FMECA). The second part of the analysis is to apply the "RCM logic", 
which helps determine the appropriate maintenance tasks for the identified failure modes in 
the FMECA. Once the logic is complete for all elements in the FMECA, the resulting list of 
maintenance is "packaged", so that the periodicities of the tasks are rationalised to be called 
up in work packages; it is important not to destroy the applicability of maintenance in this 
phase. Lastly, RCM is kept live throughout the "in-service" life of machinery, where the 
effectiveness of the maintenance is kept under constant review and adjusted in light of the 
experience gained.
RCM can be used to create a cost-effective maintenance strategy to address dominant 
causes of equipment failure. It is a systematic approach to defining a routine maintenance 
program composed of cost-effective tasks that preserve important functions.
The important functions (of a piece of equipment) to preserve with routine maintenance are 
identified, their dominant failure modes and causes determined and the consequences of 
failure ascertained. Levels of criticality are assigned to the consequences of failure. Some 
functions are not critical and are left to "run to failure" while other functions must be preserved 
at all cost. Maintenance tasks are selected that address the dominant failure causes. This 
process directly addresses maintenance preventable failures. Failures caused by unlikely 
events, non-predictable acts of nature, etc. will usually receive no action provided their risk 
(combination of severity and frequency) is trivial (or at least tolerable). When the risk of such 
failures is very high, RCM encourages (and sometimes mandates) the user to consider 
changing something which will reduce the risk to a tolerable level.
The result is a maintenance program that focuses scarce economic resources on those items 
that would cause the most disruption if they were to fail.”

More information is available at this link:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reliability_centered_maintenance

Submitter Information Verification

Submitter Full Name: Michael Anthony
Organization: University of Michigan
Submittal Date: Wed Jul 10 13:47:52 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, Michael Anthony, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) all 
and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of
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Public Input No. 17-NFPA 110-2013 [ Section No. 8.4.2.3 ] 

Original Hide Markup

8.4.2.3 *
(a) Diesel-powered EPS installations that do not meet the requirements 

of 8.4.2 shall be exercised monthly with the available EPSS load and 
shall be exercised annually with supplemental loads at not less than 50 
percent of the EPS nameplate kW rating for 30 continuous minutes and 
at not less than 75 percent of the EPS nameplate kW rating for 1 
continuous hour for a total test duration of not less than 1.5 continuous 
hours.

RECOMMENDATION:  Keep wording above but this alone makes it 
confusing referencing annual testing.  Is load banking required or not?

ANNUAL connected load testing (can be 1.5 hours ) would be required to 
satisfy other testing such as emergency and egress lighting on 
emergency power, for which a load bank will not enable this to be
completed.

ADD

(b) Annual connected load testing is required for 1.5 hours minimum 
duration.  If the annual load test does not meet conditions of the monthly 
load test above then supplimental load testing as in part (a) above is 
required in addtion to the connected load test.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

RECOMMENDATION:  Keep wording above but this alone makes it confusing referencing 
annual testing.  Is load banking required or not? 
ANNUAL connected load testing (can be 1.5 hours ) would be required to satisfy other testing 
such as emergency and egress lighting on emergency power, for which a load bank will not 
enable this to be completed. 

This testing wording is way too confusing for the facility to decipher as is.  Regulators / 
inspectors are "referring" the the ASTM reference for testing and use of "cerfied" or 
recognized labs.  This is way overkill.  All distributers can provide ASTM fuel quality tests for 
the fuel specification.  In the field as operators we are attempting to be able to establish the 
sutiability of the fuel for use and the integirity of stored fuel.  The recommended testing is 
adequate for those determinations.

Long term stored fuel that does not meet basic suitability and integrity testing should be 
subject to additional testing and maybe sending a sample off for specification analysis may be 
appropriate under those conditions. 

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full Name: WILLIAM PHILLIPS
Organization: RITEWAY SERVICES
Submittal Date: Tue Jun 18 11:58:56 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment
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Public Input No. 8-NFPA 110-2013 [ New Section after A.7.11.6 ] 

A.7.13 The following generic form can be used to documetn the acceptance testing of 
new installations.
See the uploaded file

Additional Proposed Changes

File Name Description Approved
Open 110_Christman_7.13_Proposal.pdf Cover Sheet 

Open 110_Christman_Forms_for_PI_8.pdf Recommendation Forms 

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

The current edition of the standard does not include any form for the acceptance testing of 
new installations. The provided form can be used to document the acceptance testing results.

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full Name: Tom Christman
Organization: [ Not Specified ]
Submittal Date: Wed Apr 10 13:34:27 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, Tom Christman, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) all 
and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of 
Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a joint author, 
in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form is used. I 
hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this 
copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am Tom Christman, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by 
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature 
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Public Input No. 11-NFPA 110-2013 [ New Section after A.8.1 ] 

A.8.1.2 When an emergency power circuit or system is anticipated to be 
impaired more than 4 hours, the AHJ should be notified of the cause and the 
time frame for restoral of both primary and secondary sources of power. Any 
failure of the emergency power circuit or system should be relayed to the AHJ 
immediately to allow for contingencies for power restoral and emergency 
response to be formulated with the facility.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

Buildings with required emergency power supply system (EPSS) for critical circuits for life 
support, smoke management, or similar life safety systems require scheduled maintenance 
and load testing. Any piece of equipment is subject to failure and emergency power circuits 
require a power source redundancy. If one of those redundancies is eliminated for either a 
planned or unplanned equipment servicing, then the AHJ needs to be notified of the potential 
of loss of a critical fire and life safety system.

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full Name: Kelly Nicolello
Organization: Western Regional Fire Code Dev
Submittal Date: Tue Apr 16 16:32:25 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, Kelly Nicolello, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) all and 
full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of Problem 
and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a joint author, in any 
publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form is used. I hereby
warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this 
copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am Kelly Nicolello, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by 
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature 
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Public Input No. 45-NFPA 110-2013 [ Section No. B.1 ] 

Original Hide Markup

Add a new diagram as shown in the uploaded file.
B.1 Typical Power Supply Systems.

See Figure B.1(a) through Figure B.1(d) for examples.
Figure B.1(a) Typical Rotating Emergency Power Supply System.

Figure B.1(b) Typical Multiple-Unit Emergency Power Supply System.

Figure B.1(c) Typical Composite Emergency Power Supply System.

Figure B.1(d) Typical Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) System.
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Additional Proposed Changes

File Name Description Approv

Open _11_110_Proposals_-
_for_Adding_COPS_data_center_switchgear_architecture_to_Appendix_B_
-_scanned_signature.pdf

Cover 
Sheet 

Open _11_GCTC_Support_Material_-_IEEE_Reliability_Engineering.pdf Supporting 
material 

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

This is a typical 9/11 call in center that should track in the public record to help meet some of 
the public safety objectives of Article 708 in the National Electrical Code.  The complete paper 
is attached herewith.   

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full Name: Michael Anthony
Organization: University of Michigan
Submittal Date: Wed Jul 10 14:02:32 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, Michael Anthony, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) all 
and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of 
Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a joint author, 
in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form is used. I 
hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this 
copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am Michael Anthony, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by 
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature
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Public Input No. 34-NFPA 110-2013 [ Section No. C.1.2.4 ] 

Original Hide Markup

C.1.2.4 IEEE Publications.
IEEE, Three Park Avenue, 17th Floor, New York, NY 10016-5997.

ANSI/IEEE 493, Recommended Practice for the Design of Reliable Industrial 
and Commercial Power Systems, 2007.

Anthony, M.; Arno, R.; Dowling, N.; Schuerger, R., "Reliability Analysis for 
Power to Fire Pump Using Fault Tree and RBD," Industry Applications, IEEE 
Transactions on, vol.49, no.2, pp.997,1003, March-April 2013

Arno, R.G.; Stoyas, E.; Schuerger, R., "Risk Analysis for NEC Article 708 
Critircal Operations Power Systems," Industry Applications Society Annual 
Meeting, 2009, IAS 2009, IEEE, vol., no., pp.1,7, 4-8 Oct. 2009

Arno, R.G.; Stoyas, E.; Schuerger, R., "NEC Article 708," Industry Application 
Magazine, IEEE, vol.17, no.1, pp.20,25, Jan.-Feb. 2011

Anthony, M.; Arno, R.; Dowling, N.; Schuerger, R., "Reliability Analysis for 
Power to Fire Pump Using Fault Tree and RBD," Industry Applications, IEEE 
Transactions on, vol.49, no.2, pp.997,1003, March-April 2013

Additional Proposed Changes

File Name
Open C.1.2.4_references_PI_34.pdf

Open 110_PI_34_Dowling_Guidance_Document_for_Incorporating_Risk_Concepts_into_NFPA_Codes_

Open 110_PI_34_Dowling_NEC_Article_708.pdf

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

The Fire Protection Research Foundation has published "Guidance Document for 
Incorporating Risk Concepts into NFPA Codes and Standards", March 2007. The text 
proposed to be added to NFPA 110 supplies a bibliographic reference to work that described 
how to perform risk analyses.
Note: Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full Name: NEAL DOWLING
Organization: M TECH
Submittal Date: Tue Jul 09 12:29:53 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment
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Public Input No. 35-NFPA 110-2013 [ Section No. C.2.1 ] 

Original Hide Markup

C.2.1 NFPA Publications.
National Fire Protection Association, 1 Batterymarch Park, Quincy, MA 02169-
7471.

NFPA 72 ®, National Fire Alarm and Signaling Code, 2013 edition.

"Guidance Document for Incorporating Risk Concepts into NFPA Codes and 
Standards", Rose, Susan, Flamberg, Stephanie, Leverenz, Fred, Battelle for 
Fire Protection Research Foundation, Quincy, MA, March, 2007.

Additional Proposed Changes

File Name Description Approved
Open C.2.1_references.pdf Cover Sheet 

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

The purpose of this document is to serve as a resource for those NFPA Technical 
Committees considering the use of risk assessment concepts in their decision making."

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full Name: NEAL DOWLING
Organization: M TECH
Submittal Date: Tue Jul 09 12:50:07 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, NEAL DOWLING, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) all 
and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of 
Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a joint author, 
in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form is used. 
Except to the extent that I may lack authority to make an assignment of content identified above, I hereby 
warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this 
copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am NEAL DOWLING, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by 
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature 

Origin (from sources other than the submitter)

National Fire Protection Association, 1 Batterymarch Park, Quincy, MA 02169-7471.
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Public Input No. 4-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. 1.1.1 ] 

Original Hide Markup

1.1.1 *
This standard shall cover performance requirements for stored electrical 
energy systems providing an alternate source of electrical power 
essential to life safety in buildings and facilities in the event that the 
normal electrical power source fails.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

The added words clarify that an emergency power systems covers those applications 
"essential to life safety."    

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full 
Name: STEPHEN MCCLUER

Organization: APC BY SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC

Affilliation: 
IEEE Stationary Battery Committee/Codes Working Group Members Curtis
Ashton/Qwest (telecom user); Tom Carpenter/TVA (utility user); Bill
Cantor/TPI (consulting engineer); Allen Byrne/Interstate Battery (distributor); 
Stephen McCluer/Schneider Electric (manufacturer)

Submittal 
Date: Thu Jul 04 09:28:40 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, STEPHEN MCCLUER, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association 
(NFPA) all and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the 
Statement of Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a 
joint author, in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form 
is used. I hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to 
enter into this copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am STEPHEN MCCLUER, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by 
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature 
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Public Input No. 79-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. 1.1.2 ] 

Original Hide Markup

1.1.2
Systems covered EQUIPMENT covered in this standard shall include 
power sources, BRIDGING SYSTEMS, transfer equipment, controls, 
supervisory equipment, and accessory equipment, including integral 
accessory equipment, needed to supply electrical power to the selected
circuits.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

This PI changes the introductory word "systems" to "equipment" in order to avoid the 
confusion of "systems within  systems".
This PI also adds the words "bridging systems" to the list of equipment covered, because a 
bridging system such as UPS can be a major component of the total system.

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full 
Name: STEPHEN MCCLUER

Organization: APC BY SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC

Affilliation: 
IEEE Stationary Battery Committee /Codes Working Group members: Curtis
Ashton/Qwest (telecom user); Tom Carpenter/TVA (utility user); Bill
Cantor/TPI (consulting engineer); Allen Byrne/Interstate Batteries
(distributor); Stephen McCluer/Schneider Electric (manufacturer)

Submittal 
Date: Mon Jul 08 10:01:45 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, STEPHEN MCCLUER, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association 
(NFPA) all and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the 
Statement of Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a 
joint author, in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form 
is used. I hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to 
enter into this copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am STEPHEN MCCLUER, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by 
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature
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Public Input No. 5-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. 1.1.3 ] 

Original Hide Markup

1.1.3
This standard shall cover installation, maintenance, operation, and 
testing requirements as they pertain to the performance of the 
stored emergency energy  emergency power supply system 
( SEPSS SE-EPSS ).

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

This is primarily an editorial change.  The name of the documents is Stored ENERGY 
Emergency Power Supply Systems.  The word "Energy" is missing.  

GLOBAL CHANGE:   In all places throughout the document where the acronym "SEPSS" 
is used, replace it with "SE-EPSS".  The standard uses too many acronyms that are similar.  
The addition of a second "E" and a hyphen makes it very clear that the acronym is for 
STORED ENERGY emergency power supply system.

<<note:  Attempts to enter this as a global change in TerraView were unsuccessful. >>

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full 
Name: STEPHEN MCCLUER

Organization: APC BY SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC

Affilliation: 
IEEE Stationary Battery Committee/Codes Working Group Members Curtis
Ashton/Qwest (telecom user); Tom Carpenter/TVA (utility user); Bill
Cantor/TPI (consulting engineer); Allen Byrne/Interstate Battery (distributor); 
Stephen McCluer/Schneider Electric (manufacturer)

Submittal 
Date: Thu Jul 04 11:06:49 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, STEPHEN MCCLUER, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association 
(NFPA) all and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the 
Statement of Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a 
joint author, in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form 
is used. I hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to 
enter into this copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am STEPHEN MCCLUER, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by 
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature 

 Print  Reload Page  Close
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Public Input No. 6-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. 1.1.4.1 ] 

Original Hide Markup

1.1.4.1  * 
This standard shall not cover the following:

(1) Application of the SEPSS

(2) Distribution wiring

(3) Systems having total outputs less than 500 VA or less than 24 V, or 
systems less than Class 0.033

(4) Unit equipment

(5) Nuclear sources, solar systems, and wind stored-energy systems

(6) Uninterruptible power systems (UPS) supplied by an emergency power 
supply system (EPSS)

(7) * OPTIONAL STANDBY POWER SYSTEMS

*A.1.1.4.1(7)  OPTIONAL STANDBY SYSTEMS ARE DESCRIBED IN NFPA 
70 ARTICLE 702.  

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

Add a new #7 - (7)*   Optional standby power systems.   
Create a new associated Annex comment that Optional Standby Systems are described in 
NFPA 70 Article 702.   

The purpose of this change  is to correlate with the NEC and to clarify that only Articles 700 
and 701 in the NEC ("Emergency" and "Legally Required Standby Systems") are covered in 
this standard.   A UPS system  would only be covered by NFPA 111 when it is used in place 
of a generator that would otherwise be covered by NFPA 110.   A UPS system used as a 
bridging system is not required by NFPA 111, but when included it would be considered only 
one optional element of an entire emergency power supply system (EPSS).

Related Public Inputs for This Document

Related Input Relationship
Open Public Input No. 76-NFPA 111-2013 

[Section No. B.1]
Discuss when UPS is covered by 
NFPA 111

Submitter Information Verification 
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Public Input No. 7-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. 1.1.4.2 ] 

Original Hide Markup

1.1.4.2
The following shall not be within the scope of this standard:

(1) Specific buildings or facilities, or both, requiring an SEPSS SE
-EPSS

(2) Specific loads to be served by the SEPSS SE-EPSS

(3) Type, class, or level to be assigned to any specific load (See
Section 4.1 .)

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

Change the acronym SEPSS to “SE-EPSS” to clearly designate STORED ENERGY 
emergency power supply system.  
See Public Input 5-NFPA 111-2013  

Related Public Inputs for This Document 

Related Input Relationship
Open Public Input No. 5-NFPA 111-2013 [Section No. 

1.1.3]
Change SEPSS to SE-
EPSS

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full 
Name: STEPHEN MCCLUER

Organization: APC BY SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC

Affilliation: 
IEEE Stationary Battery Committee/Codes Working Group Members Curtis 
Ashton/Qwest (telecom user); Tom Carpenter/TVA (utility user); Bill 
Cantor/TPI (consulting engineer); Allen Byrne/Interstate Battery (distributor); 
Stephen McCluer/Schneider Electric (manufacturer)

Submittal 
Date: Thu Jul 04 12:44:32 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, STEPHEN MCCLUER, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association 
(NFPA) all and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the 
Statement of Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a 
joint author, in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form 
is used. I hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to 
enter into this copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am STEPHEN MCCLUER, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by 
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature 
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Public Input No. 9-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. 1.2.1 ] 

Original Hide Markup

1.2.1
This standard shall provide performance requirements for SEPSS 
for SE-EPSS and also shall be used in conjunction with other standards.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

Change the acronym SEPSS to “SE-EPSS” to clearly designate STORED ENERGY 
emergency power supply system. 
See Public Input 5-NFPA 111-2013

Related Public Inputs for This Document 

Related Input Relationship
Open Public Input No. 5-NFPA 111-2013 [Section No. 1.1.3]

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full 
Name: STEPHEN MCCLUER

Organization: APC BY SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC

Affilliation: 
IEEE Stationary Battery Committee/Codes Working Group Members Curtis
Ashton/Qwest (telecom user); Tom Carpenter/TVA (utility user); Bill
Cantor/TPI (consulting engineer); Allen Byrne/Interstate Battery (distributor); 
Stephen McCluer/Schneider Electric (manufacturer)

Submittal 
Date: Thu Jul 04 12:55:19 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, STEPHEN MCCLUER, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association 
(NFPA) all and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the 
Statement of Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a 
joint author, in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form 
is used. I hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to 
enter into this copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am STEPHEN MCCLUER, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by 
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature 
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Public Input No. 10-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. 1.2.3 ] 

Original Hide Markup

1.2.3
This standard shall not specify where an SEPSS an SE-EPSS is
required. (See 1.1.4.2 .)

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

Change the acronym SEPSS to “SE-EPSS” to clearly designate STORED ENERGY 
emergency power supply system. 
See Public Input 5-NFPA 111-2013  

Related Public Inputs for This Document

Related Input Relationship
Open Public Input No. 5-NFPA 111-2013 [Section No. 1.1.3]

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full 
Name: STEPHEN MCCLUER

Organization: APC BY SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC

Affilliation: 
IEEE Stationary Battery Committee/Codes Working Group Members Curtis
Ashton/Qwest (telecom user); Tom Carpenter/TVA (utility user); Bill
Cantor/TPI (consulting engineer); Allen Byrne/Interstate Battery (distributor); 
Stephen McCluer/Schneider Electric (manufacturer)

Submittal 
Date: Thu Jul 04 12:57:19 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, STEPHEN MCCLUER, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association 
(NFPA) all and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the 
Statement of Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a 
joint author, in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form 
is used. I hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to 
enter into this copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am STEPHEN MCCLUER, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by 
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature 
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Public Input No. 11-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. 1.2.4 ] 

Original Hide Markup

1.2.4
This standard shall provide guidance for inspectors, designers, 
installers, manufacturers, and users of an SEPSS an SE-EPSS and
shall serve as a basis for communication between the parties involved.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

Change the acronym SEPSS to “SE-EPSS” to clearly designate STORED ENERGY 
emergency power supply system. 
See Public Input 5-NFPA 111-2013  

Related Public Inputs for This Document

Related Input Relationship
Open Public Input No. 5-NFPA 111-2013 [Section No. 1.1.3]

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full 
Name: STEPHEN MCCLUER

Organization: APC BY SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC

Affilliation: 
IEEE Stationary Battery Committee/Codes Working Group Members Curtis
Ashton/Qwest (telecom user); Tom Carpenter/TVA (utility user); Bill
Cantor/TPI (consulting engineer); Allen Byrne/Interstate Battery (distributor); 
Stephen McCluer/Schneider Electric (manufacturer)

Submittal 
Date: Thu Jul 04 12:59:19 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, STEPHEN MCCLUER, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association 
(NFPA) all and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the 
Statement of Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a 
joint author, in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form 
is used. I hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to 
enter into this copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am STEPHEN MCCLUER, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by 
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature 
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Public Input No. 12-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. 1.3.1 ] 

Original Hide Markup

1.3.1
This document shall apply to new installations of SEPSS SE-
EPSS .

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

Change the acronym SEPSS to “SE-EPSS” to clearly designate STORED ENERGY 
emergency power supply system. 
See Public Input 5-NFPA 111-2013  

Related Public Inputs for This Document

Related Input Relationship
Open Public Input No. 5-NFPA 111-2013 [Section No. 1.1.3]

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full 
Name: STEPHEN MCCLUER

Organization: APC BY SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC

Affilliation: 
IEEE Stationary Battery Committee/Codes Working Group Members Curtis
Ashton/Qwest (telecom user); Tom Carpenter/TVA (utility user); Bill
Cantor/TPI (consulting engineer); Allen Byrne/Interstate Battery (distributor); 
Stephen McCluer/Schneider Electric (manufacturer)

Submittal 
Date: Thu Jul 04 13:02:10 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, STEPHEN MCCLUER, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association 
(NFPA) all and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the 
Statement of Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a 
joint author, in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form 
is used. I hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to 
enter into this copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am STEPHEN MCCLUER, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by 
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature 
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Public Input No. 13-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. 1.5.1 ] 

Original Hide Markup

1.5.1
SEPSS shall SE-EPSS shall provide a source of electrical power of 
required capacity, reliability, and quality to loads for a given length of time 
within a specified time after loss, failure, or disruption of the normal power
supply.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

Change the acronym SEPSS to “SE-EPSS” to clearly designate STORED ENERGY 
emergency power supply system. 
See Public Input 5-NFPA 111-2013  

Related Public Inputs for This Document

Related Input Relationship
Open Public Input No. 5-NFPA 111-2013 [Section No. 1.1.3]

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full 
Name: STEPHEN MCCLUER

Organization: APC BY SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC

Affilliation: 
IEEE Stationary Battery Committee/Codes Working Group Members Curtis
Ashton/Qwest (telecom user); Tom Carpenter/TVA (utility user); Bill
Cantor/TPI (consulting engineer); Allen Byrne/Interstate Battery (distributor); 
Stephen McCluer/Schneider Electric (manufacturer)

Submittal 
Date: Thu Jul 04 13:04:06 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, STEPHEN MCCLUER, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association 
(NFPA) all and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the 
Statement of Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a 
joint author, in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form 
is used. I hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to 
enter into this copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am STEPHEN MCCLUER, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by 
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature 
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Public Input No. 14-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. 1.5.2 ] 

Original Hide Markup

1.5.2
An SEPSS An SE-EPSS shall include a means to recharge the stored-
energy system.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

Change the acronym SEPSS to “SE-EPSS” to clearly designate STORED ENERGY 
emergency power supply system. 
See Public Input 5-NFPA 111-2013  

Related Public Inputs for This Document

Related Input Relationship
Open Public Input No. 5-NFPA 111-2013 [Section No. 

1.1.3]
Change SEPSS to SE-
EPSS

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full 
Name: STEPHEN MCCLUER

Organization: APC BY SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC

Affilliation: 
IEEE Stationary Battery Committee/Codes Working Group Members Curtis 
Ashton/Qwest (telecom user); Tom Carpenter/TVA (utility user); Bill 
Cantor/TPI (consulting engineer); Allen Byrne/Interstate Battery (distributor); 
Stephen McCluer/Schneider Electric (manufacturer)

Submittal 
Date: Thu Jul 04 13:06:12 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, STEPHEN MCCLUER, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association 
(NFPA) all and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the 
Statement of Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a 
joint author, in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form 
is used. I hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to 
enter into this copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am STEPHEN MCCLUER, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by 
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature 
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Public Input No. 15-NFPA 111-2013 [ New Section after 3.3 ] 

3.3.x*   Load Source

The primary source of electrical power to the critical loads during conditions of normal 
operation

*A.3.3.x  Load Source

Load Source. The two sources of power normally provided to critical load are 
the ‘load source’ (typically from the electric utility”) and the ‘emergency power 
supply [EPS]’ (from the 'emergency power supply system' that is described in 
this Standard.)  Both connect to the input of an automatic transfer switch (ATS), 
which will switch between the two sources depending upon which provides the 
better quality of power. 

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

The term "load source" is used in various places within NFPA 111.  This phrase “load 
source” sounds like two contradictory terms.  The phrase is used in the document primarily 
with respect to ATS operation.  Industry practice usually refers to “primary source” and 
“alternate source”.  In this document the “primary source” is called “load source” in some 
places and “preferred source” in others.  The “alternate source” is also called “EPS”.    
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is used. I hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to 
enter into this copyright assignment.
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checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature 
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Public Input No. 17-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. 3.3.5.1 ] 

Original Hide Markup

3.3.5.1 Stored Emergency Stored ENERGY Emergency Power Supply
System (SEPSS SE-EPSS ).
A system consisting of a UPS, a rectifier plant, or a motor generator powered by 
a stored electrical energy source; a transfer switch designed to monitor 
preferred and alternate load power source and provide desired switching of the 
load; and all necessary control equipment to make the system functional.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

Insert the word "Energy" into the term.  It is the energy, not the EPSS, that is stored.
Change the acronym SEPSS to “SE-EPSS” to clearly designate STORED ENERGY 
emergency power supply system. 
See Public Input 5-NFPA 111-2013

Related Public Inputs for This Document 

Related Input Relationship
Open Public Input No. 5-NFPA 111-2013 [Section No. 1.1.3]
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Public Input No. 18-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. 3.3.8.2 ] 

Original Hide Markup

3.3.8.2 * Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS).
A system consisting of device or system that provides quality and continuity 

of ac power through the use of a stored energy source, designed to 
continuously provide a clean, conditioned sinusoidal wave of power under 
normal conditions and for a finite period of time upon loss of the primary power 
source device as the backup power source during any period when the normal 
power supply is incapable of performing acceptably .

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

Depending upon the type of UPS and load characteristics, the voltage output may not always 
be "pure sine wave."   The proposed definition is from the IEEE Stationary Battery Committee 
glossary.  
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Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by 
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature 
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Public Input No. 20-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. 4.1 ] 

Original Hide Markup

4. 0  Classification of Stored ENERGY Emergency Power Supply Systems 
(SE-EPSS)
4. 1 * General.

Stored ENERGY emergency power supply systems (SEPSS SE-EPSS ) shall 
be classified as detailed in Sections 4.2 through 4.5.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

Change the acronym SEPSS to “SE-EPSS” to clearly designate STORED ENERGY 
emergency power supply system. 
See Public Input 5-NFPA 111-2013  

Related Public Inputs for This Document

Related Input Relationship
Open Public Input No. 5-NFPA 111-2013 [Section No. 

1.1.3]
Change SEPSS to SE-
EPSS
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Public Input No. 23-NFPA 111-2013 [ New Section after 4.2.2 ] 

A.4.2.2 Types of SE-EPSS
Table 4.2.2 includes two type of uninterruptible power supply (UPS).  UPS systems 
are available today that are capable of operation in more than one “normal mode” of 
operation. Typically each normal mode will have a different "input dependency
characteristic," referring to whether the UPS output creates a new source of voltage 
and frequency, or if it passes through to the load the same voltage and/or frequency 
characteristics of the input when not operating from its stored energy source (e.g., 
battery).  Some UPS have a single-mode of opertion, whereas other UPS may allow 
the user to select from among multiple modes of operation.  The U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) has adopted the terminology of IEC 62040-3 [1], which 
identifies the following modes of operation:

- Voltage & Frequency Dependent (VFD) – Typical of an "off-line" UPS.  Loads are
supported by straight utility power until the source goes out of tolerance, at which time 
the UPS switches to its stored energy and inverter.  VFD types typically have the best 
efficiency but lowest power quality.

- Voltage independent (VI)  typical of a "line-interactive" UPS in which there may be 
voltage regulation, transient protection, or both, but frequency tracks the input 
source.   VI  types typically have moderate efficiency and moderate power quality.

- Voltage and frequency independent (VFI) – typical of a double conversion UPS in
which both voltage and frequency are independently created by the UPS inverter.  VFI 
typically has a somewhat lower efficiency but offers the highest power quality.

Some UPS are able to sense a power abnormality and switch from one operating 
mode to another, with a time delay typically ranging from ½ to 1-1/2 cycles.  
Continued operation (availability) of the load depends upon the ability of its internal
stored energy (e.g., capacitors) to hold it up during transfer.  Only full double 
conversion meets “Type 0” – all others will have some degree of transfer time that will 
vary depending on a variety of conditions.

.[1]  IEC 62040-3, Uninterruptible Power Systems (UPS) - Method of Specifying the
Performance and Test Requirements, International Electro-technical Commission

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

Table 4.2.2 does not clearly address the multi-mode UPS systems that are available today. 
i.e., capable of operation in more than one “normal mode” of operation. Typically each normal 
mode will have a different input dependency characteristic.  The US Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) (ENERGY STAR (R) FOR UPS  has adopted the terminology of IEC 62040-4.  
This new Annex describes the three UPS operating modes that are internationally 
recognized.   

See companion PI for Table 4.2.2, which incorporates the IEC 62040-3 terminology.
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Public Input No. 22-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. 4.2.2 ] 

Original Hide Markup

4.2.2
The interruption time of the SEPSS SE-EPSS types covered by this 
standard shall be as provided in Table 4.2.2 .
Table 4.2.2 Types of SEPSS SE-EPSS

Type Interruption Time

Type O No interruptions — TYPE VFI UPS carrying load, 0 .0 sec

Type U TYPE VFD OR TYPE VI UPS system with utility as preferred 
source

Type A 0.25 cycle: 0.0042 sec
Type B 1.0 cycle: 0.0167 sec
Type

10 10 sec

Type M Manual stationary or nonautomatic — no time limit

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

Table 4.2.2 is confusing.  Does it apply to the speed of an automatic  transfer switch or does it 
include the speed of a UPS?  4.2.1 speaks of the interruption time at the load terminals of an 
ATS, but the table includes two UPS technologies.

The table does not clearly address the multi-mode UPS systems that are available today. i.e., 
capable of operation in more than one “normal mode” of operation. Typically each normal 
mode will have a different "Input Dependency Characteristic."  Although the NEC and this 
Standard allow up to several seconds of interruption, the reality is that most electronic loads 
today have power supplies that cannot tolerate interruptions longer than a single cycle.   The 
US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has adopted the terminology of IEC 62040-4.

See related PI #23 to add an annex explaining the IEC categories.
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Public Input No. 25-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. 4.4 ] 

Original Hide Markup

4.4 Category.

This standard shall regulate stored energy devices into the following two 

catagories

CATEGORIES :

(1) Category A includes stored energy devices receiving their energy solely 
from the normal supply supply under conditions of normal operation ..

(2) Category B includes all devices not included in Category A and not 
specifically excluded elsewhere in this standard.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

The intention of 4.4 is not clear.   Would Category A exclude a UPS system, the "normal 
supply" of which is the utility, when the UPS receives input from a generator?   Would 
Category B include such stored energy devices as fuel cells?  Would the fuel cell have to be 
on line all the time and utilize the utility as the back-up source?  The text added by this PI to 
Category A is meant to describe the normal operation of a UPS, which relies on utility power 
under conditons or normal operation, but it would not exclude a UPS being supported by an 
upstream generator, or perhaps a second utility source or an alternate energy source.
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Public Input No. 29-NFPA 111-2013 [ New Section after 4.5.5 ] 

<<Add a new Annex to A.4.5.5*>> 
*A.4.5.5  A UPS has stored energy (such as batteries) and could function as a
bridging system in an EPSS.  The UPS would be classified as an “optional standby 
system” even though it is part of the greater EPSS.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

Because a UPS system can function either as a SE-EPSS or as a bridging system, an 
informative annex note is added to clarify that when a UPS is used as a bridging system in an 
EPSS, it is beyond the scope NFPA 111.  Bridging systems are not required by NFPA 111.  A 
bridging system would be treated by the NEC as an "optional standby system" in Article 
702.   
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Public Input No. 30-NFPA 111-2013 [ New Section after 5.1.1.1 ] 

<<Add a new INFORMATIVE ANNEX A.5.1.1.1*:>>

*A.5.1.1.1  Battery Types

Other emerging battery types have potential for use in SE-EPSS but have yet to 
become  ‘mainstream.’ These include (but are not limited to);  sodium metal-halide;  
sodium sulfur; vanadium redox; polysulphide bromide;  and zinc bromine .

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

5.1.1.1 identifies batteries that would be acceptable per NFPA 111.   An informative annex is 
included to identify other battery technologies that are available but whose use has yet to be 
proven as suitable for SE-EPSS applications.  It is likely that one or more of the battery types  
lidentified in this new annex could be added to 5.1.1.1 in the next code cycle.
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Public Input No. 32-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. 5.1.2.2 ] 

Original Hide Markup

5.1.2.2 *
Close-coupled hybrid rotary systems shall be mounted outdoors or in equipment 
rooms with suitable ventilation and restricted access.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

Delete 5.1.2.2.  
See comment on A.5.1.2.   The close-coubled hybrid system is not a true stored energy 
system.   The flywheel is close-coupled to a generator system.  The flywheel functions to 
support  the load just long enough to bring the generator fully on line, which is less than ten 
seconds.  The close-coupled hybrid systems are appropriate for NFPA 110 EPSS.
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Public Input No. 34-NFPA 111-2013 [ New Section after 5.2.1.1 ] 

<< Add new subparagraph 5.2.1.1 & renumber subsequent paragraphs >>

5.2.1.1      Bridging systems that are required in order to meet the auxiliary power 
supply requirements of NEC Article 700 shall be permitted.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

This PI adds a new Section 5.2.1.1 and renumbers subsequent sections.   It ties NFPA 111 to 
NEC Article 700, which describes a bridging system as an “auxiliary power supply” in 700.12
(B)(5):  “Generator sets that require more than 10 seconds to develop power shall be 
permitted if an auxiliary power supply energizes the emergency system until the generator 
can pick up the load.”  
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Public Input No. 80-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. 5.2.1.1 ] 

Original Hide Markup

5.2.1.1 *
The following electrochemical bridging systems shall be permitted:

(1) Solid state (static) UPS systems of the following types:

(a) On-line UPS capable of assuming the load without interruption 
upon loss of the primary input source

(b) Standby and off-line (UPS) capable of assuming the load 
within a specified time frame and without interruption of the 
load operation upon loss of the primary input source

(2) Ultracapacitor systems integrated into the following types of 
systems:

(a) UPS systems capable of sustaining the load without 
interruption upon momentary loss or degradation of the 
primary input source with or without battery

(b) Fuel cell systems capable of sustaining the load without 
interruption upon loss of input power until the fuel cell 
assumes the load

(3) Solid state (static) rectifier plants capable of providing 
continuous dc power to the dc load(s) without interruption or 
disturbance upon loss of the primary input source

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

Editorial change to 5.2.1.1(3), change from "dc power" to "dc loads" .
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Public Input No. 35-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. 5.2.3 ] 

Original Hide Markup

5.2.3 Close-Coupled Hybrid Rotary Systems.
Close-coupled hybrid rotary systems shall sustain the load without interruption 
upon loss or degradation of input power until the generator assumes the load.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

Close-coupled hybrid rotary systems belong in NFPA 110, not in NFPA 111.  The close-
coupled hybrid system is not a true stored energy system.  Although the flywheel is stored 
mechanical energy, the flywheel is close-coupled to a generator system, which is an 
Emergency Power Supply Systems within the scope of NFPA 110.  The flywheel functions 
purely as a bridge to support  the load just long enough to bring the generator fully on line, 
which is less than ten seconds.  The purpose of discussing bridging systems in NFPA 111 is 
to describe mechanisms to prevent load loss until a stored-energy emergency power supply 
(SE-EPSS), such as a fuel cell, can assume the load.   Flywheels can sometimes accomplish 
this, but a close-coupled hybrid rotary system is inappropriate for this Standard.
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Public Input No. 36-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. 5.2.9.2 ] 
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5.2.9.2 Stored Energy Recovery.
Following a power outage for the full duration of the assigned class, the ECE 
shall be capable of automatically resupplying the full rated load and duration 
within the time appropriate for the technology as follows: 

(1) Battery-based systems with a charger identified for the battery type and 
capable of recharging as follows: 

(a) 60 percent within 24 hours 80 percent within twelve times the 
discharge period

(b) 100 percent within 48 hours

(2) Ultracapacitor-based systems: 100 percent within 1 hour

(3) Mechanical inertia–based systems: 100 percent within 1 hour

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

The stored energy recovery (recharge time) for a battery is a function of the amount of energy 
taken out of the battery.   The Class ratings in Table 4.3 range from 2 minutes to 90 minutes 
or longer.   Specifying a finite recovery time is inappropriate.   The proposed revision to the 
text makes the recovery time proportionate to the discharge time, and is an industry standard 
for lead-acid batteries.   
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Public Input No. 37-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. 5.3.1 ] 
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5.3.1 Instruments.
The SEPSS shall be provided with instruments or other approved display means, 
including remote annunciation capability, to indicate the requirements shown in Table
5.3.1, where applicable to the technology.
Table 5.3.1 Instrumentation Display Indicator

Level

Device 1 2
Battery voltage X X
System output voltage, each leg X X
System output current, each leg X X
System output frequency (ac output systems only) X X
Internal battery temperature (battery systems only) X X

X = Required.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

DELETE:   Internal battery temperature (battery systems only) X X

No UPS manufacturer meters internal battery temperature.   Battery over-temperature should 
be an visual indicator in Table 5.3.2.

<<Note:  I was unable to delete this line from the table in TerraView>>
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Public Input No. 38-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. 5.3.3.2 ] 
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5.3.3.2
For the purposes of this section, the following shall apply be 
permitted :

(1) Local annunciation is located on the equipment itself or within the 
same equipment room.

(2) Facility remote annunciation is located on site but not within the 
room where the equipment is located.

(3) Network remote annunciation is located off site.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

Change "shall apply" to "shall be permitted" to comply with NFPA style.   
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Public Input No. 39-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. 6.2.4.3.2 ] 

Original Hide Markup

6.2.4.3.2
Where interconnection is inherent in the system design, the transfer
between preferred and alternate sources of power shall :

- not be connected together no longer than is necessary to transfer 
the preferred sources of power,

- without not create disturbance to the connected electrical loads , 
and connected to it, provided that such interconnection can be
sustained by the two connected sources of incoming power without
causing

- not cause internal current protection features to be initiated .

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

This is an editorial change only to make the text more readable.   The existing sentence is 
way to long and contains too many topics to be understandable.  This PI rearranges the 
sentence with bullets to separate the different ideas while retaining the intent of the section.   
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Public Input No. 40-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. 6.2.4.6.2 ] 

Original Hide Markup

6.2.4.6.2
The automatic transfer switch shall then perform its intended 
function shall PERFORM ITS INTENDED FUNCTION WHEN THE TEST
SWITCH IS ACTIVATED .

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

The sentence as written is disconnected.   Delete the word "then" and add to the end the 
words "when the test switch is activated"to clarify when the test switch is supposed to 
function.
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Public Input No. 41-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. 6.3.1 ] 
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6.3.1 General.
Where two or more static systems are paralleled for emergency power, the 
paralleled systems shall be controlled so that excessive loading (i.e., beyond the 
intended capacity of the paralleled system) is prevented or so that the ECE goes 
to bypass mode. .

When the connected load exceeds the capacity of the ECE, system controls 
shall automatically:

(1) Disconnect pre-identified non-critical loads; or

(2) Transfer the loads to bypass

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

The operation described in 6.3.1 is not load shedding 

For load switching, the goal is to prevent loading of one source to more than 80% of “N” 
capacity.
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Public Input No. 42-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. 6.3.3.2 ] 
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6.3.3.2
In the event that any 

The total loading on the emergency bus also shall be reduced by 
switching off the loads in inverse priority order, in proportion to the 
lost power capacity of the isolated module, when both of the 
following conditions exist:

(1)  any static power module connected to the emergency bus is 
isolated from that bus due to internal failure, and

(2) the remaining connected power modules cannot serve the 
total connected load because they are overloaded

, the total loading on the emergency bus also shall be reduced by 
switching off the loads in inverse priority order, in proportion to the lost 
power capacity of the isolated module

(1) .

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

The existing text is way too much information for one sentence; too many words and too 
many thoughts joined together.  This PI rewords the text and adds bullets to improve clarity 
while maintaining the original intent.
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Public Input No. 43-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. 6.5.1.1 ] 
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6.5.1.1
The overcurrent protective devices in the SEPSS the SE-EPSS shall
be coordinated to ensure selective tripping of the circuit overcurrent
protective devices when a short-circuit current occurs.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

Change the acronym SEPSS to “SE-EPSS” to clearly designate STORED ENERGY 
emergency power supply system.  
See Public Input 5-NFPA 111-2013
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Public Input No. 44-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. 7.1.2 ] 
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7.1.2
When the location of the SEPSS the SE-EPSS is evaluated, 
consideration shall be given to the geographic location, building type, 
classification of occupancy, and hazardous nature of the area.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

Change the acronym SEPSS to “SE-EPSS” to clearly designate STORED ENERGY 
emergency power supply system.  
See Public Input 5-NFPA 111-2013

Related Public Inputs for This Document

Related Input Relationship
Open Public Input No. 5-NFPA 111-2013 [Section No. 

1.1.3]
Change SEPSS to SE-
EPSS
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Public Input No. 45-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. 7.1.3 ] 
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7.1.3
The SEPSS The SE-EPSS equipment shall be installed in a manner and 
location recommended by the manufacturer and acceptable to the 
authority having jurisdiction.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

Change the acronym SEPSS to “SE-EPSS” to clearly designate STORED ENERGY 
emergency power supply system.  
See Public Input 5-NFPA 111-2013

Related Public Inputs for This Document

Related Input Relationship
Open Public Input No. 5-NFPA 111-2013 [Section No. 

1.1.3]
Change SEPSS to SE-
EPSS
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Public Input No. 46-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. 7.2.1 ] 
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7.2.1 *
The SEPSS 

  The SEPSS SE-EPSS shall be located in a room(s) ) in accordance with 
the 

manufacturer's 
manufacturer’s environmental specifications.

7.2.1.1
The location of SEPSS equipment serving Level 1 EPSS loads shall not be 
installed in the same room with the normal supply equipment, where the supply 
equipment is rated over 150 volts to ground and equal to or greater than 1000 
amperes.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

This requirement in 2.5.1.1 appears to have been lifted from NEC requirements for ground 
fault protection.  We can find no justification for the 150 Volt or the 1000 Amperes thresholds.  
It is not unusual for UPS equipment to be located in equipment rooms with the supply 
switchgear.
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Public Input No. 47-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. 7.2.2 ] 
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7.2.2
The rooms or buildings housing the SEPSS SE-EPSS shall be 
located to minimize the possibility of damage from flooding, including
flooding resulting from fire fighting, sewer water backup, and similar 
disasters or occurrences.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

Change the acronym SEPSS to “SE-EPSS” to clearly designate STORED ENERGY 
emergency power supply system.  
See Public Input 5-NFPA 111-2013
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Public Input No. 49-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. 7.2.3 ] 
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7.2.3 SEPSS SE-EPSS Equipment .
7.2.3.1

The SEPSS SE-EPSS equipment shall be installed in a location that 
allows for equipment accessibility and working space clearance for the 
inspection, repair, maintenance, cleaning, or replacement of the unit per 
Table 110.26(A)(1) of NFPA 70 , National Electrical Code .

7.2.3.2
A separate unit emergency lighting system shall be provided at the 
SEPSS the SE-EPSS location if no other emergency lighting is
present.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

Change the acronym SEPSS to “SE-EPSS” to clearly designate STORED ENERGY 
emergency power supply system.  
See Public Input 5-NFPA 111-2013

Related Public Inputs for This Document

Related Input Relationship
Open Public Input No. 5-NFPA 111-2013 [Section No. 1.1.3]
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Copyright Assignment

I, STEPHEN MCCLUER, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association 
(NFPA) all and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the 
Statement of Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a 
joint author, in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form 
is used. I hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to 
enter into this copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am STEPHEN MCCLUER, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by 
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature
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Public Input No. 50-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. 7.3.3.1 ] 

Original Hide Markup

7.3.3.1 *
For SEPSS For SE-EPSS equipment using free electrolyte batteries 
with vents that allow the free evolution of gases -flowing liquid electrolyte 
(a.k.a. "vented" or "flooded") batteries in which vents allow the continuous 
evolution and release of gases into the battery space , ventilation 
openings or airflow shall be situated to limit the possibility of the buildup 
of gas pockets in accordance with the Fire Code .

<<Add a NEW Annex for 7.3.3.1>>

* A.7.3.3.1  Battery rooms frequently house vented lead-acid (VLA) or 
nickel-cadmium (Ni-Cd) batteries that evaporate electrolyte gas into the
battery space, thereby requiring periodic water replenishment.  Valve 
Regulated Lead-Acid  (VRLA) batteries, by contrast, vent almost
immeasurable amounts of flammable gas under normal conditions, but 
they can also vent significant amounts of gas under certain failure modes 
such as thermal runaway.  Battery manufacturers can provide guidance 
on the rate of gassing.  All batteries require some amount of ventilation.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

Vented batteries release hydrogen gas continuously, so design for proper ventilation is a real 
concern. The Fire Code refers to them as batteries with "free-flowing liquid electrolyte."   
VLRA batteries are sealed to prevent the escape of gas, although they will "burp" 
occasionally, so they should not be placed in a sealed environment.  This PI recommends the 
addition of an Annex to briefly explain the different gassing characteristics  between vented 
and valve-regulated  batteries.

See .    See IEEE Standard 1635/ASHRAE Guideline 21, Guide for the Ventilatin and 
Thermal Management of Batteries for Stationary Applications.

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full 
Name: STEPHEN MCCLUER

Organization: APC BY SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC

Affilliation: 
IEEE Stationary Battery Committee /Codes Working Group members: Curtis
Ashton/Qwest (telecom user); Tom Carpenter/TVA (utility user); Bill
Cantor/TPI (consulting engineer); Allen Byrne/Interstate Batteries
(distributor); Stephen McCluer/Schneider Electric (manufacturer)

Submittal 
Date: Fri Jul 05 22:18:19 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment
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Public Input No. 51-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. 7.4.2 ] 

Original Hide Markup

7.4.2
Where SEPSS SE-EPSS equipment rooms or separate buildings are 
equipped with fire suppression, one of the following systems that is 
compatible with the battery or other electrochemical type shall be used:

(1) Clean agent gaseous systems

(2) Pre-action systems

(3) Other suppression systems approved by the AHJ

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

Change the acronym SEPSS to “SE-EPSS” to clearly designate STORED ENERGY 
emergency power supply system.  
See Public Input 5-NFPA 111-2013

Submitter Information Verification

Submitter Full 
Name: STEPHEN MCCLUER

Organization: APC BY SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC

Affilliation: 
IEEE Stationary Battery Committee /Codes Working Group members: Curtis 
Ashton/Qwest (telecom user); Tom Carpenter/TVA (utility user); Bill 
Cantor/TPI (consulting engineer); Allen Byrne/Interstate Batteries 
(distributor); Stephen McCluer/Schneider Electric (manufacturer) 

Submittal 
Date: Sat Jul 06 12:09:55 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, STEPHEN MCCLUER, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association 
(NFPA) all and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the 
Statement of Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a 
joint author, in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form 
is used. I hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to 
enter into this copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am STEPHEN MCCLUER, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by 
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature 
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Public Input No. 52-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. 7.4.3 ] 

Original Hide Markup

7.4.3
Where SEPSS Where SE-EPSS equipment rooms are equipped with 
fire detection systems, the installation OF THE FIRE DETECTION 
SYSTEM shall be in accordance with applicable standards. (See NFPA
72 , National Fire Alarm and Signaling Code .)

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

Change the acronym SEPSS to “SE-EPSS” to clearly designate STORED ENERGY 
emergency power supply system.  
See Public Input 5-NFPA 111-2013
The concern of this paragraph  is the installation of the fire detection equipment, not the SE-
EPSS.  

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full 
Name: STEPHEN MCCLUER

Organization: APC BY SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC

Affilliation: 
IEEE Stationary Battery Committee /Codes Working Group members: Curtis
Ashton/Qwest (telecom user); Tom Carpenter/TVA (utility user); Bill
Cantor/TPI (consulting engineer); Allen Byrne/Interstate Batteries
(distributor); Stephen McCluer/Schneider Electric (manufacturer)

Submittal 
Date: Sat Jul 06 12:12:35 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, STEPHEN MCCLUER, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association 
(NFPA) all and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the 
Statement of Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a 
joint author, in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form 
is used. I hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to 
enter into this copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am STEPHEN MCCLUER, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by 
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature
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Public Input No. 53-NFPA 111-2013 [ New Section after 7.4.5 ] 

7.4.5.2
Components of an SE-EPSS shall be assigned a component importance factor of 1.5, 
per ASCE 7/SEI 7, Minimum Design Loads for Buildings and Other Structures

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

Insert a new 7.4.5.2 to require a component importance factor per ASCE 7, and renumber 
subsequent paragraphs.  

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full 
Name: STEPHEN MCCLUER

Organization: APC BY SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC

Affilliation: 
IEEE Stationary Battery Committee /Codes Working Group members: Curtis
Ashton/Qwest (telecom user); Tom Carpenter/TVA (utility user); Bill
Cantor/TPI (consulting engineer); Allen Byrne/Interstate Batteries
(distributor); Stephen McCluer/Schneider Electric (manufacturer)

Submittal 
Date: Sat Jul 06 14:15:32 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, STEPHEN MCCLUER, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association 
(NFPA) all and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the 
Statement of Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a 
joint author, in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form 
is used. I hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to 
enter into this copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am STEPHEN MCCLUER, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by 
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature
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Public Input No. 54-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. 7.5.2 ] 

Original Hide Markup

7.5.2
The electrical distribution system within the SEPSS the SE-EPSS 
shall be complete with overcurrent and fault current protective equipment 
designed and sized for the system.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

Change the acronym SEPSS to “SE-EPSS” to clearly designate STORED ENERGY 
emergency power supply system.  
See Public Input 5-NFPA 111-2013

Submitter Information Verification

Submitter Full 
Name: STEPHEN MCCLUER

Organization: APC BY SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC

Affilliation: 
IEEE Stationary Battery Committee /Codes Working Group members: Curtis 
Ashton/Qwest (telecom user); Tom Carpenter/TVA (utility user); Bill 
Cantor/TPI (consulting engineer); Allen Byrne/Interstate Batteries 
(distributor); Stephen McCluer/Schneider Electric (manufacturer) 

Submittal 
Date: Sat Jul 06 14:27:30 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, STEPHEN MCCLUER, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association 
(NFPA) all and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the 
Statement of Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a 
joint author, in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form 
is used. I hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to 
enter into this copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am STEPHEN MCCLUER, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by 
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature 
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Public Input No. 55-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. 7.5.4 ] 

Original Hide Markup

7.5.4
Storage batteries used to power the SEPSS the SE-EPSS shall be 
located as close to the SEPSS SE-EPSS as practical PRACTICABLE , 
and shall be connected using cable that is sized to limit the voltage drop 
to levels within the manufacturer the SE-EPSS manufacturer 's
specifications.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

Change the acronym SEPSS to “SE-EPSS” to clearly designate STORED ENERGY 
emergency power supply system.  
See Public Input 5-NFPA 111-2013

Change “practical” to “practicable”  to suggest that locating batteries close to the SE-EPSS 
may be a common practice, but it may not always be feasible due to specific site conditions.

Submitter Information Verification

Submitter Full 
Name: STEPHEN MCCLUER

Organization: APC BY SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC

Affilliation: 
IEEE Stationary Battery Committee /Codes Working Group members: Curtis 
Ashton/Qwest (telecom user); Tom Carpenter/TVA (utility user); Bill 
Cantor/TPI (consulting engineer); Allen Byrne/Interstate Batteries 
(distributor); Stephen McCluer/Schneider Electric (manufacturer) 

Submittal 
Date: Sat Jul 06 14:39:02 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, STEPHEN MCCLUER, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association 
(NFPA) all and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the 
Statement of Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a 
joint author, in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form 
is used. I hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to 
enter into this copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am STEPHEN MCCLUER, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by 
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature 
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Public Input No. 56-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. 7.6.2.1 ] 

Original Hide Markup

7.6.2.1 * BATTERY SYSTEM ACCEPTANCE TEST
For battery-based systems, the on-site test shall be conducted in the
following manner: 

With the batteries fully charged and with a connected load bank at rated value, 
a normal power failure shall be initiated by opening all switches or breakers 
supplying the normal power to that load.

•

All emergency loads, including those not normally energized, shall be included 
in the on-site test. 

•

The time delay between initiation of the power failure and the assumption of the 
load by the EPS shall be observed and recorded. 

•

The voltage and current supplied to the emergency load and, where applicable, 
the frequency, waveform, and transients shall be recorded.

•

The load test shall be continued for 15 minutes or the rated time (class), 
whichever is shorter, and the following shall be observed and recorded: 

•

(1) Voltage and current to the load

(2) Voltage and current of the battery bank

(3) Where applicable, the frequency

The normal power shall be restored to the monitored circuit.•
The transfer time shall be observed following INDUSTRY STANDARDS FOR 
THE BATTERY TYPE.    THE FOLLOWING STEPS PROVIDE GENERAL
GUIDANCE.

(1) All required battery inspections shall be completed before performing the 
acceptance test.

(2) Where required by the manufacturer, an initialization charge shall be 
applied.

(3) The systems load shall be isolated from the SE-EPSS.

(4) A load bank shall be connected to the system or directly to the battery
bank. 

(5) If there are multiple strings in parallel, the strings shall be tested
individually.

(6) The load bank shall be sized to test the battery at the design
load.

(7) The battery shall  be properly instrumented to collect string voltage and 
current as well as individual cells or units as the battery design allows.

(8) The battery shall be tested at the design load until the string reaches the 
design end voltage, and the time to reach end voltage shall be 
recorded.
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string and cells/units meet the acceptance criteria.

<< Add a new ANNEX A section >>

* A.7.6.2.1  Battery System Acceptance Test .  Acceptance test
procedures can be found in the following standards, as appropriate for the
battery chemistry:

(1)  IEEE 450, Recommended Practice for Maintenance, Testing, and
Replacement of Vented Lead-Acid Batteries for Stationary
Applications.  

(2) IEEE 1188, Recommended Practice for Maintenance, Testing, and 
Replacement of Valve Regulated Lead-Acid (VRLA) Batteries for 
Stationary Applications.

(3) IEEE 1106, Recommended Practice for Installation, Maintenance, 
Testing, and Replacement of Vented Nickel-Cadmium Batteries for 
Stationary Applications.

For other types of chemistries,  industry guidelines and/or manufacturer’s
guidance should be followed .

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

This PI describes the recommended testing specifically for a battery, exclusive of other 
components of the system in 7.6.2.1.  The PI provides general guidelines, but it recommends 
following the procedures appropriate to the battery chemistry being used.  

This PI also proposes the creation of a new section in Annex A  where  industry standards are 
identified for lead-acid and nickel-cadmium batteries (the most common batteries).  For other 
battery chemistries, such as lithium-based, sodium metal-halide,  sodium sulfur, vanadium 
redox, polysulphide bromide,  and zinc bromine, it recommends following the manufacturer's 
instructions or applicable industry standards, many of which are still being developed.

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full 
Name: STEPHEN MCCLUER

Organization: APC BY SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC

Affilliation: 
IEEE Stationary Battery Committee /Codes Working Group members: Curtis
Ashton/Qwest (telecom user); Tom Carpenter/TVA (utility user); Bill
Cantor/TPI (consulting engineer); Allen Byrne/Interstate Batteries
(distributor); Stephen McCluer/Schneider Electric (manufacturer)

Submittal 
Date: Sat Jul 06 16:54:49 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment
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Public Input No. 62-NFPA 111-2013 [ New Section after 7.6.2.3 ] 

7.6.2.3.4 
The on-site system test shall be conducted in the following manner:

(1)          A normal power failure shall be initiated by opening all switches or breakers
supplying the normal power to that load.

(2)           All emergency loads, including those not normally energized, shall be 
included in the on-site test.

(3)           The time delay between initiation of the power failure and the assumption of 
the load by the SE-EPSS shall be observed and recorded.

(4)           The voltage and current supplied to the emergency load and, where 
applicable, the frequency, waveform, and transients shall be recorded.

(5)           The load test shall be continued for 15 minutes or the rated time (class), 
whichever is shorter, and the following shall be observed and recorded:

(a) Voltage and current to the load

(b) Voltage and current of the battery bank

(c)  Where applicable, the frequency

(6)           The normal power shall be restored to the monitored circuit.

(7)           The transfer time shall be observed.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

This PI creates a new section 7.6.2.3.4.  The text had previously been in  7.6.2.1 .  A  
companion PI proposed to make 7.6.2.1 specific to a battery system.   This PI puts the text 
into a new section describing the test to be performed on the entire SE-EPSS, which includes 
the stored energy (e.g., battery) the ECE (e.g. UPS), the transfer switch(es), etc.

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full 
Name: STEPHEN MCCLUER

Organization: APC BY SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC

Affilliation: 
IEEE Stationary Battery Committee /Codes Working Group members: Curtis
Ashton/Qwest (telecom user); Tom Carpenter/TVA (utility user); Bill
Cantor/TPI (consulting engineer); Allen Byrne/Interstate Batteries
(distributor); Stephen McCluer/Schneider Electric (manufacturer)

Submittal 
Date: Sun Jul 07 12:11:05 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment
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Public Input No. 57-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. 7.6.2.3 ] 

Original Hide Markup

7.6.2.3 Full SYSTEM Load Test.
A SYSTEM load test shall be initiated immediately initiated following the 24-
hour recharge period required in 7.6.2.2 .
7.6.2.3.1

The SYSTEM load test shall test CAN be performed on the site-
connected load; however, a load bank shall be permitted to be used to 
augment the site-connected load, provided that it is sized to be equal to 
the ECE rating.

7.6.2.3.2
The unity power factor for an ac SEPSS shall be permitted, provided 
that rated load tests at the rated power factor have been performed 
ARE WITHIN THE DESIGN PARAMETERS STATED by the 
manufacturer of the SEPSS prior to shipment the SE-EPSS .

7.6.2.3.3

The

duration of the load test shall be 60 percent of the class for which the SEPSS is 
rated.

following procedure shall be utilized:

(1)          A normal power failure shall be initiated by opening all switches or 
breakers supplying the normal power to that load.

(2)          All emergency loads, including those not normally energized, shall be 
included in the on-site test.

(3)          The time delay between initiation of the power failure and the 
assumption of the load by the EPS shall be observed and recorded.

(4)          The voltage and current supplied to the emergency load and, where 
applicable, the frequency, waveform, and transients shall be recorded.

(5)          The load test shall be continued for 15 minutes or the rated time 
(class), whichever is shorter, and the following shall be observed and
recorded:

(a) Voltage and current to the load

(b) Voltage and current of the battery bank

(c)  Where applicable, the frequency

(6)          The normal power shall be restored to the monitored circuit.

(7)          The transfer time shall be observed.
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Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

This PI is a companion to earlier PI on 7.6.2.1, which broke out the battery as a separate test.   
This PI picks up the language, previously in 7.6.2.1,  that applies to testing of the entire 
system.

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full 
Name: STEPHEN MCCLUER

Organization: APC BY SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC

Affilliation: 
IEEE Stationary Battery Committee /Codes Working Group members: Curtis
Ashton/Qwest (telecom user); Tom Carpenter/TVA (utility user); Bill
Cantor/TPI (consulting engineer); Allen Byrne/Interstate Batteries
(distributor); Stephen McCluer/Schneider Electric (manufacturer)

Submittal 
Date: Sat Jul 06 17:47:10 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, STEPHEN MCCLUER, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association 
(NFPA) all and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the 
Statement of Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a 
joint author, in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form 
is used. I hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to 
enter into this copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am STEPHEN MCCLUER, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by 
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature
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Public Input No. 59-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. 7.6.2.3.1 ] 

Original Hide Markup

7.6.2.3.1
The SYSTEM load test shall test CAN be performed on the site-
connected load; however, a load bank shall be permitted to be used to 
augment the site-connected load, provided that it is sized to be equal to 
the ECE rating.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

A contradiction exists in 7.6.2.3.1.  The first clause rquires the test to be performed on the site
-connected load (shall).  The second clause then permits a different method (i.e., a load 
bank).  Change "shall" to "can" or "is permitted to".  (The best choice would be "should", but 
use of that word in prohibited in the mandatory text section of the standard.)  

The word "system" is inserted to clarify the difference between testing of system component, 
such as the battery or ECE, and the entire SE-EPSS.

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full 
Name: STEPHEN MCCLUER

Organization: APC BY SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC

Affilliation: 
IEEE Stationary Battery Committee /Codes Working Group members: Curtis
Ashton/Qwest (telecom user); Tom Carpenter/TVA (utility user); Bill
Cantor/TPI (consulting engineer); Allen Byrne/Interstate Batteries
(distributor); Stephen McCluer/Schneider Electric (manufacturer)

Submittal 
Date: Sun Jul 07 11:17:29 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, STEPHEN MCCLUER, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association 
(NFPA) all and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the 
Statement of Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a 
joint author, in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form 
is used. I hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to 
enter into this copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am STEPHEN MCCLUER, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by 
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature
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Public Input No. 60-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. 7.6.2.3.2 ] 

Original Hide Markup

7.6.2.3.2
The unity power factor for an ac SEPSS ac SE-EPSS shall be 
permitted, provided that rated load tests at the rated power factor have 
been performed factor are within the design parameters stated by the
manufacturer of the SEPSS prior to shipment the SE-EPSS .

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

The present text of 7.6.2.3.2 implies the need for a factory acceptance test.   This PI changes 
the requirement to verify that the size and power factor of the load being tested are within the 
manufacturer's specifications.  The words "prior to shipment" are deleted.

Change the acronym SEPSS to “SE-EPSS” to clearly designate STORED ENERGY 
emergency power supply system.  
See Public Input 5-NFPA 111-2013

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full 
Name: STEPHEN MCCLUER

Organization: APC BY SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC

Affilliation: 
IEEE Stationary Battery Committee /Codes Working Group members: Curtis 
Ashton/Qwest (telecom user); Tom Carpenter/TVA (utility user); Bill 
Cantor/TPI (consulting engineer); Allen Byrne/Interstate Batteries 
(distributor); Stephen McCluer/Schneider Electric (manufacturer) 

Submittal 
Date: Sun Jul 07 11:32:36 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, STEPHEN MCCLUER, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association 
(NFPA) all and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the 
Statement of Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a 
joint author, in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form 
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Public Input No. 61-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. 7.6.2.3.3 ] 

Original Hide Markup

7.6.2.3.3
The duration of the load test shall be 60 be 100 percent of the class 
for which the SEPSS the SE-EPSS is rated.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

A 60% acceptance test does not guarantee that a battery will meet 100% of its required back-
up time.  Multiple papers have been written to document that partial test is no guarantee of 
full capacity.  The minimum run time should be at least 80 percent for a service test.  For a 
SE-EPSS acceptance test, the durations should be 100% of its rated class.  ,   See for 
example:

Floyd & Barry, ”Final Test Results on the 80% Service Test and a Path Forward,” Battcon-
2013;   www/battcon.com/ArchivePapers.htm#Floyd2013

Note that for lead-acid batteries it is common for the batteries to be less than 100% of rated 
capacity because batteries are not fully formed when they leave the factory, but they become 
fully formed after a period of use (up to a year).   Batteries specified with an "aging factor" per 
IEEE standards are intended to deliver 100% of rated class at end-of-life.  Batteries that have 
been designed with such an aging factor should have no problem meeting 100% in an initial 
acceptance test.
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Public Input No. 63-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. 7.6.3 ] 

Original Hide Markup

7.6.3
The data specified in 7.6.2.1 (3), (4), and (5) shall be recorded each minute 
until the completion of the test.

7.6.3.1
After test completion, all bus bar bolts shall be inspected and repaired as 
necessary and retorqued to specification.

7.6.3.2   Any batteries and bus bars 

Any  batterycells or multi-cell units, transfer switches, or other system 
components that have failed shall be replaced and so noted on test 
reports/records ,  after which the system shall be retested .

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

Delete 7.6.3 and renumber subsequent sub-sections accordingly.   Minute-by-minute 
recording is not necessary.
Delete 7.6.3.1 and renumber subsequent sub-sections accordingly.   Retorque should not be 
necessary.  The risk of damage to battery terminals from too much torquing is greater than 
the risk of connections loosening after a single discharge.
7.6.3.2 is reworded to include replacement of any component of an SE-EPSS that has failed, 
not just battery components.   If elements of the system have failed and been replaced, the 
SE-EPSS should be re-tested to ensure proper performance before being put into service.  If 
battery cells or units have been replaced, the replacement cells should be charged and 
balanced in accordance with the manufacturer’s recommendations.  
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Public Input No. 64-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. 7.6.5 ] 

Original Hide Markup

7.6.5 Baseline Measurement.
A permanently installed method of monitoring LA lead-acid batteries shall be 
permitted based on ohmic measurements. Ohmic measurements shall be taken 
of every cell within the battery system approximately 2 weeks following after 
approximately 6 months of operation following the full load test described in 
7.6.2.3, or 2 weeks following the most recent discharge thereafter. 
Measurements shall be taken on a fully charged battery while float charging. 
The data shall be recorded to establish a baseline against which all future 
measurements will be compared.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

This PI changes 7.6.5 to extend the time when ohmic baseline measurements are taken from 
two weeks to approximately six months.   Case studies show that battery units are too 
unstable to get meaningful ohmic data when they are first installed.   After a battery has been 
installed for some period of time (typically 6 months or longer), reliable baseline data can be 
taken.  The actual stabilization time can vary depending upon a number of variables, 
including the number of discharge/recharge cycles that occur.
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is used. I hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to 
enter into this copyright assignment.
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Public Input No. 65-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. 8.1 ] 
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8.1 General.
The SEPSS The SE-EPSS shall have routine maintenance and operational 
testing based on the manufacturer's recommendations, instruction manuals, and 
the minimum requirements of this chapter and subject to the approval of the 
authority having jurisdiction.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

Change the acronym SEPSS to “SE-EPSS” to clearly designate STORED ENERGY 
emergency power supply system.  
See Public Input 5-NFPA 111-2013

Related Public Inputs for This Document 

Related Input Relationship
Open Public Input No. 5-NFPA 111-2013 [Section No. 1.1.3]
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joint author, in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form 
is used. I hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to 
enter into this copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am STEPHEN MCCLUER, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by 
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature
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Public Input No. 66-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. 8.2.1 ] 

Original Hide Markup

8.2.1
At least two sets of instruction manuals for the SEPSS the SE-
EPSS shall be supplied by the manufacturer of the SEPSS the SE-
EPSS and shall contain the following:

(1) A detailed explanation of the operation of the system

(2) A schematic wiring diagram

(3) A function block diagram

(4) The energy storage device's specification, installation instructions, 
maintenance information, and wiring diagrams

(5) Instructions for routine maintenance

(6) Recommended spare parts list with part numbers and part 
sources

(7) Routine troubleshooting procedures

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

Change the acronym SEPSS to “SE-EPSS” to clearly designate STORED ENERGY 
emergency power supply system.  
See Public Input 5-NFPA 111-2013

Related Public Inputs for This Document

Related Input Relationship
Open Public Input No. 5-NFPA 111-2013 [Section No. 1.1.3]
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Public Input No. 68-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. 8.3.3.2 ] 
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8.3.3.2
The record shall include the following:

(1) Completion of a log

(2) Notification of any unsatisfactory condition and the corrective 
actions taken, including parts replaced

(3) Identification of the servicing personnel

(4) Documentation of a completed test of the SEPSS SE-EPSS ,
according to 8.4.1 , immediately following any repair or battery
replacement

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

Change the acronym SEPSS to “SE-EPSS” to clearly designate STORED ENERGY 
emergency power supply system.  
See Public Input 5-NFPA 111-2013

Related Public Inputs for This Document

Related Input Relationship
Open Public Input No. 5-NFPA 111-2013 [Section No. 1.1.3]
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joint author, in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form 
is used. I hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to 
enter into this copyright assignment.
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Public Input No. 69-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. 8.4.1 ] 
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8.4.1 *
Level 1 equipment shall be inspected monthly and tested in accordance 
with the INDUSTRY STANDARDS OR, WHEN NOT AVILABLE, WITH 
manufacturer's recommendations. (See Figure A.8.4.2 .)

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

Testing should be in accordance with published industry standards whenever such standards 
are available.  If such standards are not available, or if the equipment is non-standard, then 
manufacturer’s maintenance recommendations should be consulted.
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Public Input No. 71-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. 8.4.2 ] 
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8.4.2 *
Inspection of the equipment shall include THE RECOMMENDATIONS 
OF 8.4.1 AND the following:

(1) The battery and associated charger/control equipment shall be 
checked to verify that they are in a clean and satisfactory condition 
and that no exceptional environmental or other conditions exist that 
could damage or affect performance.

(2) Battery electrolyte levels shall be checked, where applicable, and 
refilled as necessary.

(3) Terminals and intercell connectors shall be cleaned and regreased, 
if necessary, and cell Cell tops shall be cleaned.

(4) Individual cell voltages shall be checked and recorded where 
practical.

(5) The specific gravity of pilot cells shall be checked and recorded, 
where applicable.

(6) The conditions of the plates and sediment of free-electrolyte, LA 
batteries in transparent containers shall be noted.

(7) All indicator lamps, meters, and controls shall be checked to verify 
that they are operating correctly.

(8) The load value shall be checked to ensure that it is within the 
equipment rating.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

If the standards recommended in 8.4.1 are followed then most of the steps recommended in 
8.4.2 are not necessary.  The procedures and maintenance for any type of battery system will 
depend upon the chemistries.   Most of the steps indicated in A.8.4.2 are not appropriate for 
all battery types.  Steps 2 through 6, with the exception of cleaning cell tops, can be 
eliminated.
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Public Input No. 72-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. 8.4.3.1 ] 
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8.4.3.1
A 
Periodic battery load
test shall be performed as required by 
testing shall be conducted to determine the health of the battery following 
industry guidelines (See A. 8.4.1
. The output voltage, battery voltage, and duration of the test shall be recorded at 
the beginning and at the end of the test for each battery set.
) or manufacturer's recommended practice for test procedures and 
intervals. 

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

8.4.3.2 refers to the testing prescribed by 8.4.1, then it duplicates some of the requirements.  
This PI's revised text states the necessity for periodic load testing following the standards and 
manufacturer's recommendations that have already been cited.
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Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by 
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature
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Public Input No. 73-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. 8.4.3.2 ] 
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8.4.3.2
When a method of ohmic measurements is used to monitor LA 
batteries, the results shall be maintained and checked for deviance 
from the baseline established at the time of the battery system 
installation acceptance in 7.6.5 . If data are within the acceptable
range as determined by the battery manufacturer, annual load testing 
shall not be required. If data indicate deviation outside an acceptable 
range determined by the battery manufacturer, the SEPSS shall be 
checked at full load , the BATTERYshall be LOAD TESTED for the full 
duration for its class. A fully rated load bank shall be used in lieu of an
actual load provided it is sized to be equal to the ECE rating.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

This PI deletes the allowance for substituting ohmic testing for periodic load testing of lead-
acid batteries when the data is within acceptable limits.  The battery industry is not united 
behind this practice.  While most agree that ohmic testing may detect a possibly failing cell or 
cells, it is possible that it could miss something.  All agree that the only way to truly know the 
capacity of a battery for sure is to test it, despite the fact that the test itself will remove some 
of the battery life.  The general consensus is that today's batteries are designed with enough 
cycle life to tolerate an annual discharge.  There is some evidence to support the idea that a 
periodic discharge may actually benefit the health of a battery.
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Public Input No. 74-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. 8.4.3.3 ] 
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8.4.3.3
When a history of ohmic measurements is not used or maintained, the 
SEPSS shall be checked annually at full load for 60 percent of its class. A 
fully rated load bank shall be permitted in lieu of an actual load provided it 
is sized to be equal to the ECE rating.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

Delete 8.4.3.3.  Periodic load testing is already called for in 8.4.1. and 8.4.3.1.  Testing to only 
60% of rated class does not guarantee that the battery can meet 100% of its required 
capacity.   See PI #61 on 7.6.2.3.3.   

Related Public Inputs for This Document

Related Input Relationship
Open Public Input No. 61-NFPA 111-2013 [Section No. 7.6.2.3.3]
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Public Input No. 1-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. 8.4.4 ] 
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8.4.4
The SEPSS shall be checked annually at full load for 60 percent of its
class.

The SEPSS shall be Tested annually at 60% load for 60% duration of it's 
class.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

Most of the SEPSS systems are online during the test. When a loadbank is installed in 
addition to the SEPSS load it is sometimes difficult to hold 100%. With fluctuating load. 
Without putting the SEPSS over 100% which is not recommended. So either we should 
reduce the load, when using connected building load, to something like 60% or allow testing 
for the duration of it's class or 60% duration of it's class with existing building load. This will 
prove that the SEPSS will function as designed and carry the load to duration of it's class, in a 
real world situation but not necessarily to 100% load which it may never be asked to do. THis 
also avoids overloading the SEPSS as the testing staff, in some cases, will not be able to 
hold at least 100%. By the language if the load dips below 100%, for any amount of time, 
duration of it's class, the test is invaild and must start over.
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Public Input No. 75-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. 8.4.4 ] 
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8

.

4.4  

The SEPSS shall be checked annually at full load for 60 percent of its 
class.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

Delete 8.4.4.   It duplicates 8.4.3.3 which was also recommended for deletion in previous PI 
#74.

Related Public Inputs for This Document

Related Input Relationship
Open Public Input No. 74-NFPA 111-2013 [Section No. 8.4.3.3] Delete both

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full 
Name: STEPHEN MCCLUER

Organization: APC BY SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC

Affilliation: 
IEEE Stationary Battery Committee /Codes Working Group members: Curtis 
Ashton/Qwest (telecom user); Tom Carpenter/TVA (utility user); Bill 
Cantor/TPI (consulting engineer); Allen Byrne/Interstate Batteries 
(distributor); Stephen McCluer/Schneider Electric (manufacturer) 

Submittal 
Date: Sun Jul 07 18:09:31 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, STEPHEN MCCLUER, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association 
(NFPA) all and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the 
Statement of Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a 
joint author, in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form 
is used. I hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to 
enter into this copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am STEPHEN MCCLUER, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by 
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature 
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Public Input No. 3-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. A.1.1.1 ] 

Original Hide Markup

A.1.1.1
For emergency power systems supplied by emergency generators, see NFPA 
110, Standard for Emergency and Standby Power Systems .   This document 
applies to stored energy power systems that are used in lieu of the systems 
defined in NFPA 110.  Such systems are regulated in NFPA 70, National
Electrical Code, Articles 700 or 701

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

Text is added to clarify the distinction between NFPA 110 and NFPA 111, and clairfy the 
relationship to NFPA 70 Articles 700 and 701.  One  issue is:  When is a UPS covered?  A 
UPS is treated as one component of the system (see 1.1.2).  If uninterrupted transfer is 
required, does UPS have to meet all of the testing & maintenance requirements of NFPA 
111?  Another issues is:   What happens if a data center has circuits that affect life safety?  
Unlike emergency lighting systems, which have clearly defined circuits, such applications are 
basically invisible in information technology equipment.

Related Public Inputs for This Document

Related Input Relationship
Open Public Input No. 4-NFPA 111-2013 [Section No. 1.1.1]

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full 
Name: STEPHEN MCCLUER

Organization: APC BY SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC

Affilliation: 
IEEE Stationary Battery Committee/Codes Working Group members Curtis
Ashton/Qwest (telecom user); Tom Carpenter/TVA (utility user); Bill
Cantor/TPI (consulting engineer); Allen Byrne/Interstate Battery (distributor); 
Stephen McCluer/Schneider Electric (manufacturer)

Submittal 
Date: Thu Jul 04 09:09:40 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, STEPHEN MCCLUER, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association 
(NFPA) all and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the 
Statement of Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a 
joint author, in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form 
is used. I hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to 
enter into this copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am STEPHEN MCCLUER, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by 
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature 
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Public Input No. 16-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. A.3.3.1.1 ] 

Original Hide Markup

A.3.3.1.1 Lead-Acid (LA) Cell.
Multiple cells make up an LA battery. LA cells are often further identified by the 
type of lead alloy. Most common is “lead-calcium.” “Lead antimony” and “lead 
selenium” are also used, but are becoming rare in SEPSS applications.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

The statement that lead-antimony and lead-selenium are becoming rare in SEPSS is not 
entirely accurate and adds nothing the clarity of the definition of lead-acid cell.        

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full 
Name: STEPHEN MCCLUER

Organization: APC BY SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC

Affilliation: 
IEEE Stationary Battery Committee/Codes Working Group Members Curtis
Ashton/Qwest (telecom user); Tom Carpenter/TVA (utility user); Bill
Cantor/TPI (consulting engineer); Allen Byrne/Interstate Battery (distributor); 
Stephen McCluer/Schneider Electric (manufacturer

Submittal 
Date: Thu Jul 04 13:22:23 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, STEPHEN MCCLUER, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association 
(NFPA) all and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the 
Statement of Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a 
joint author, in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form 
is used. I hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to 
enter into this copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am STEPHEN MCCLUER, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by 
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature 
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Public Input No. 24-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. A.4.3 ] 

Original Hide Markup

A.4.3
Selection of the EPS class should take into account past outage records and 
fuel delivery problems due to weather and other geographic/environmental
conditions.   FOR SE-EPSS SYSTEMS WITH BATTERIES, THE VALUES 
SHOWN IN TABLE 4.3 ASSUME CAPACITY AT THE "END OF LIFE."  THE 
"END OF LIFE" FOR LEAD-ACID BATTERIES IS TYPICALLY DEFINED AS 
THE POINT AT WHICH A BATTERY CAN NO LONGER DELIVER 80% OR 
MORE OF ITS RATED CAPACITY.    NOTE THAT END OF LIFE CAN VARY 
FOR  DIFFERENT TYPES OF BATTERIES.   

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

Batteries lose capacity over their lifetime; also, the voltage drops during a discharge.    Table 
4.3 does not state if the reserve time is at the beginning or the end of the battery lifetime.  The 
additional Annex material explains that the times given in the table are assumed to be for the 
entire life of the battery.  Note that NEC 700.12(A) states that the battery VOLTAGE in an 
Emergency System is not permitted to drop below 87.5% of normal (even if the UPS / ECE 
can accept a broader range of voltage).  NEC also specifies a minimum reserve time of 90 
minutes.   

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full Name: STEPHEN MCCLUER
Organization: APC BY SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC
Submittal Date: Fri Jul 05 12:29:47 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, STEPHEN MCCLUER, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association 
(NFPA) all and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the 
Statement of Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a 
joint author, in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form 
is used. I hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to 
enter into this copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am STEPHEN MCCLUER, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by 
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature 
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Public Input No. 26-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. A.4.5 ] 

Original Hide Markup

A.4.5
It is recognized that an SEPSS an SE-EPSS is utilized in many different 
locations and for many different purposes. The requirement for one application 
might not be appropriate for another application.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

Change the acronym SEPSS to “SE-EPSS” to clearly designate STORED ENERGY 
emergency power supply system. 
See Public Input 5-NFPA 111-2013  

Submitter Information Verification

Submitter Full 
Name: STEPHEN MCCLUER

Organization: APC BY SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC

Affilliation: 
IEEE Stationary Battery Committee/Codes Working Group Members Curtis 
Ashton/Qwest (telecom user); Tom Carpenter/TVA (utility user); Bill 
Cantor/TPI (consulting engineer); Allen Byrne/Interstate Battery (distributor); 
Stephen McCluer/Schneider Electric (manufacturer)

Submittal 
Date: Fri Jul 05 13:23:31 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, STEPHEN MCCLUER, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association 
(NFPA) all and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the 
Statement of Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a 
joint author, in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form 
is used. I hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to 
enter into this copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am STEPHEN MCCLUER, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by 
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature 
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Public Input No. 27-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. A.4.5.1 ] 

Original Hide Markup

A.4.5.1
Typically, Level 1 systems are intended to automatically supply illumination, 
power, or both, to critical areas and equipment in the event of failure of the 
normal supply, or in the event of damage to elements of a system intended to 
supply, distribute, and control power and illumination essential for safety to 
human life.

Level 1 systems generally are installed in places of assembly where artificial
illumination is necessary for safe exiting and for panic control in buildings
subject to occupancy by large numbers of people.

LEVEL 1 SYSTEMS CORRESPOND TO ARTICLE 700 IN NFPA 70, 
NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CODE, FOR EMERGENCY SYSTEMS. 

Emergency systems also can provide power for such functions as 
uninterruptible power supplies, ventilation where essential to maintain life, fire 
detection and alarm systems, public safety communications systems, industrial 
processes where current interruption would produce serious life safety or health 
hazards, and similar functions. (See NFPA 101 , Life Safety Code , and 
Chapter 6 of NFPA 99, Health Care Facilities Code .)

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

Informative text is added to correlate the requirements of NFPA 111 Level 1  to those in the 
NEC Article 700.  

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full 
Name: STEPHEN MCCLUER

Organization: APC BY SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC

Affilliation: 
IEEE Stationary Battery Committee/Codes Working Group Members Curtis
Ashton/Qwest (telecom user); Tom Carpenter/TVA (utility user); Bill
Cantor/TPI (consulting engineer); Allen Byrne/Interstate Battery (distributor); 
Stephen McCluer/Schneider Electric (manufacturer)

Submittal 
Date: Fri Jul 05 13:26:53 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, STEPHEN MCCLUER, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association 
(NFPA) all and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the 
Statement of Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a 
joint author, in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form 
is used. I hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to 
enter into this copyright assignment.
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Public Input No. 28-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. A.4.5.2 ] 

Original Hide Markup

A.4.5.2
Typically, Level 2 systems are intended to supply power automatically to 
selected loads (other than those classed as emergency systems) in the event of 
failure of the normal source.

Level 2 systems typically are installed to serve loads such as heating and 
refrigeration systems, communication systems, ventilation and smoke removal 
systems, sewerage disposal, lighting, and industrial processes that, when 
stopped due to any interruption of the normal electrical supply, could create 
hazards or hamper rescue or fire-fighting operations.

LEVEL 2 SYSTEMS CORRESPOND TO ARTICLE 701 IN NFPA 70,
NATINAL ELECTRICAL CODE, FOR LEGALLY REQUIRED STANDBY 
SYSTEMS. .

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

Informative text is added to correlate the NFPA 111 Level 2 to NEC Article 701 for legally 
required standby systems.

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full 
Name: STEPHEN MCCLUER

Organization: APC BY SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC

Affilliation: 
IEEE Stationary Battery Committee/Codes Working Group Members Curtis
Ashton/Qwest (telecom user); Tom Carpenter/TVA (utility user); Bill
Cantor/TPI (consulting engineer); Allen Byrne/Interstate Battery (distributor); 
Stephen McCluer/Schneider Electric (manufacturer)

Submittal 
Date: Fri Jul 05 13:33:54 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, STEPHEN MCCLUER, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association 
(NFPA) all and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the 
Statement of Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a 
joint author, in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form 
is used. I hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to 
enter into this copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am STEPHEN MCCLUER, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by 
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature 
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Public Input No. 31-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. A.5.1.2 ] 

Original Hide Markup

A.5.1.2
See Figure A.5.1.2(a) through Figure A.5.1.2( c b ) for examples of typical 
flywheel and rotating SE- EPS systems.

Figure A.5.1.2(a) UPS Using Flywheel as Energy Storage.

Figure A.5.1.2(b) Motor-Generator High Impedance Line Interactive 
Topology.

Figure A.5.1.2(c) No-Break Line Interactive Topology.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

Delete Figure A.5.1.2(C).   This is not a true stored energy system.   The flywheel is close-
coupled to a generator system.  The flywheel functions to support the load just long enough to 
bring the generator fully on line, which is less than ten seconds.  The figure depicts a 
"bridging system" appropriate for  inclusion in NFPA 110 EPSS.

Submitter Information Verification 
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Submitter Full 
Name: STEPHEN MCCLUER

Organization: APC BY SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC

Affilliation: 
IEEE Stationary Battery Committee/Codes Working Group Members Curtis
Ashton/Qwest (telecom user); Tom Carpenter/TVA (utility user); Bill
Cantor/TPI (consulting engineer); Allen Byrne/Interstate Battery (distributor); 
Stephen McCluer/Schneider Electric (manufacturer)

Submittal 
Date: Fri Jul 05 14:03:09 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, STEPHEN MCCLUER, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association 
(NFPA) all and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the 
Statement of Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a 
joint author, in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form 
is used. I hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to 
enter into this copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am STEPHEN MCCLUER, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by 
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature 
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Public Input No. 33-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. A.5.1.2.2 ] 

Original Hide Markup

A.5.1.2.2
Unit equipment, such as self-contained batteries, are not within the 
scope of this document. [See 1.1.4.1 (4).]

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

5.1.2.2 and Annex A.5.1.2.2 for close-coupled hybrid rotary systems  belong in NFPA 110, 
not in NFPA 111.  The close-coupled hybrid system is not a true stored energy system.  
Although the flywheel is stored mechanical energy, the flywheel is close-coupled to a 
generator system.  The flywheel functions purely as a bridge to support  the load just long 
enough to bring the generator fully on line, which is less than ten seconds.  

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full 
Name: STEPHEN MCCLUER

Organization: APC BY SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC

Affilliation: 
IEEE Stationary Battery Committee/Codes Working Group Members Curtis
Ashton/Qwest (telecom user); Tom Carpenter/TVA (utility user); Bill
Cantor/TPI (consulting engineer); Allen Byrne/Interstate Battery (distributor); 
Stephen McCluer/Schneider Electric (manufacturer)

Submittal 
Date: Fri Jul 05 14:53:46 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, STEPHEN MCCLUER, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association 
(NFPA) all and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the 
Statement of Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a 
joint author, in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form 
is used. I hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to 
enter into this copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am STEPHEN MCCLUER, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by 
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature 
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Public Input No. 67-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. A.8.3.2 ] 

Original Hide Markup

A.8.3.2
Maintenance procedures and frequency should follow those recommended 
by follow INDUSTRY STANDARDS OR THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF the
manufacturer. In the absence of such recommendations, Table A.8.3.2
indicates suggested procedures.
Table A.8.3.2 Suggested Maintenance Schedule for Solid-State Emergency 
Power Supply Systems
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Item Component 
(as Applicable)

Procedure
FrequencyVisual 

Inspection Check Change Clean Test

Battery
See 

manufacturer's
recommendations

Float voltage X M
Cable

connections X S

Terminals X Q
Electrolyte

gravity X Q

Electrolyte level X M

Replace cell or 
battery X

See
manufacturer's 
instructions

ECE
Power supply 

voltage X M

Terminals X S
Panel meters X M
Panel lamps X M
Circuit breakers, 

fuses X X X X Every 2 years

Battery charger
Output terminal 

volts X M

Fuses X X X X Every 2 years
Charge current X X Q
Equalize

voltage X Q

Panel meters X M
Panel lamps X M

Load
Load current X Q
Panel meters X M

Transfer switch
Contacts X A
Test switch X S

Fuel cell
Check fuel supply 

(pressure/quantity) X Q

Start up system X Q
Exercise load 

until system heats 
up

X Q

Fuel supply 
piping X A

Exhaust piping X A
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Item Component 
(as Applicable)

Procedure
FrequencyVisual 

Inspection Check Change Clean Test

Air supply 
piping X A

Cooling system X A
Connectors X A
Fuel system 

pressure/leakage X A

Full load test X A
Calibrate H 2

detector X A

A: Annually. M: Monthly. Q: Quarterly. S: Semiannually. X: Actions.

Additional Proposed Changes

File Name Description Approved
Open Table_A.8.3.2_PI_67_NFPA_111-2013_McCluer.docx

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

Where industry standards exist they should be followed.  Where industry standards do not 
exist, follow the manufacturer's recommendations for maintenance procedures and 
frequency. 

For batteries, follow industry standards or manufacturer's recommendations.  The existing 
text is not appropriate for all types of batteries.   To add the procedurs and frequency for 
every battery type would add pages to the table.

For circuit breakers and fuses, replacement every two years is unrealistic.  Breakers should 
be inspected and exercised periodically per manufacturers’ instructions, and they should be 
replaced only when inspection reveals that replacement is necessary.  

(Note that TerraView would not allow deletion from the table)

Float voltage  X    M 
Cable connections  X    S 
Terminals    X  Q 
Electrolyte gravity     X Q 
Electrolyte level X     M 
Replace cell or battery   X   See manufacturer's instructions

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full 
Name: STEPHEN MCCLUER

Organization: APC BY SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC

Affilliation: 
IEEE Stationary Battery Committee /Codes Working Group members: Curtis
Ashton/Qwest (telecom user); Tom Carpenter/TVA (utility user); Bill
Cantor/TPI (consulting engineer); Allen Byrne/Interstate Batteries
(distributor); Stephen McCluer/Schneider Electric (manufacturer)

Submittal 
Date: Sun Jul 07 13:35:03 EDT 2013
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A.8.3.2 -  Public Input #67 – NFPA 111-2013 -  McCluer 
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Public Input No. 70-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. A.8.4.1 ] 

Original Hide Markup

A.8.4.1
In addition to the manufacturer's recommendations, the following standards 
provide information 

The following standards should be consulted for recommendations on
battery inspection, testing, and maintenance:

(1) IEEE 450, Recommended Practice for Maintenance, 
Testing, and Replacement of Vented Lead-Acid Batteries 
for Stationary Applications

(2) IEEE 1106, Recommended Practice for Maintenance, 
Testing, and Replacement of Vented Nickel-Cadmium
Batteries for Stationary Applications

(3) IEEE 1188, Recommended Practice for Maintenance, 
Testing and Replacement of Valve-Regulated Lead-Acid
Batteries for Stationary Applications

Depending on the type of batteries and the 

For other battery chemistries, refer to the manufacturer's
recommendations

, the following should be included: 

(1) Monthly: 

(2) Battery float voltage

(3) Pilot-cell float voltage and temperature

(4) Quarterly: Float voltage readings on all cells or multicell units, augmented 
in VRLA batteries by internal ohmic measurements on all cells or multicell 
units

(5) Annually: Discharge test under connected load for at least 5 minutes

.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 
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As stated, the procedures and maintenance for any type of battery system will depend upon 
the chemistries.   The steps indicated in A.8.4.1 are not appropriate for all battery types.  For 
example, a 5-minute discharge test can reveal little or nothing about a battery's capacity 
unless it is supposed to be a 5-minute battery.   Industry maintenance standards for the most 
common battery types are listed.  For all others, the manufacturer's recommendations should 
be followed.

Submitter Information Verification 

Submitter Full 
Name: STEPHEN MCCLUER

Organization: APC BY SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC

Affilliation: 
IEEE Stationary Battery Committee /Codes Working Group members: Curtis
Ashton/Qwest (telecom user); Tom Carpenter/TVA (utility user); Bill
Cantor/TPI (consulting engineer); Allen Byrne/Interstate Batteries
(distributor); Stephen McCluer/Schneider Electric (manufacturer)

Submittal 
Date: Sun Jul 07 15:01:58 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment

I, STEPHEN MCCLUER, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association 
(NFPA) all and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the 
Statement of Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a 
joint author, in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form 
is used. I hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to 
enter into this copyright assignment.

By checking this box I affirm that I am STEPHEN MCCLUER, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by 
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature
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Public Input No. 76-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. B.1 ] 

Original Hide Markup

B.1
Figure B.1 distinguishes the use of a stored energy system as an 

SEPSS from a stored energy system being supplied from an EPSS. 
Figure B.1 Stored Energy System Serving as SEPSS (Shown on Left) 
and as Equipment Supplied Through an EPSS (Shown on Right).

Figures B.1, B.2, AND B.3 SHOW AN UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER 
SUPPLY (UPS) BEING USED IN DIFFERENT FUNCTIONS.  

FIGURE B.1 SHOWS A UPS BEING USED AS A STORED ENERGY 
EMEGENCY POWER SUPPLY SYSTEM (SE-EPSS), WHICH IS FULLY 
WITHIN THE SCOPE OF THIS STANDARD. 

FIGURE B.2 SHOWS A UPS BEING USED AS BRIDGE (ALSO 
KNOWN AS AN 'AUXILIARY POWER UNIT') IN COMBINATION WITH 
A GENERATOR EMERGENCY POWER SUPPLY (EPS), WHICH IS 
WITHIN THE SCOPE OF NFPA 110.  A BRIDGE UPS IS OPTIONAL 
WITHIN NFPA 111 UNLESS IT IS REQUIRED FOR AN EMERGENCY 
POWER SUPPLY THAT TAKES LONGER THAN TEN SECONDS TO 
START.  A BRIDGE'S STORED ENERGY (E.G., BATTERY) DOES NOT 
HAVE THE SAME RESERVE TIME AS THE EPS THAT IT
SUPPORTS.   HOWEVER, BECAUSE IT IS A COMPONENT IN AN 
EMERGENCY POWER SUPPLY SYSTEM, IT IS INSPECTED AND 
TESTED AS PART OF THE EPSS. 

FIGURE B.3 SHOWS A UPS BEING USED AS AN OPTIONAL 
STANDBY POWER SYSTEM WHERE LIFE SAFETY DOES NOT 
DEPEND UPON THE PERFORMANCE OF THE SYSTEM.  AS SUCH, 
IT IS OUTSIDE THE SCOPE OF THIS STANDARD. 

Additional Proposed Changes

File Name Description Approved
Open NFPA-111_Figure_B.1_SE-EPSS_McCluer.docx

Open NFPA-111_Figure_B.2_EPSS_w_Bridge_McCluer.docx

Open NFPA-_111_Figure_B.3_EPSS_UPS_McCluer.docx
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Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

The intent of Figure B1 was to clarify the difference between (A) a UPS being used as an SE-
EPSS (and thereby within the scope of NFPA 111) and(B) a UPS being used as a bridge (and 
thereby not within the scope of NFPA 111).   Unfortunately it does not achieve that goal as 
well as it should.  Therefore, we recommend replace Figure B1 with three figures:
Figure B.1:  UPS serving as SE-EPSS
Figure B.2:  UPS serving as a bridge (optional auxiliary power supply)
Figure B.3:  EPSS with standby UPS.
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FIGURE B.1     Simplified Diagram Showing a Stored Energy Emergency Power Supply System (SE-EPSS)  
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Transformer 

Emergency Power Supply System (EPSS) with Auxiliary Power Supply 
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FIGURE B.2     Simplified diagram showing a UPS used as a ‘bridge” (also known as auxiliary power unit) within an Emergency Power 
Supply System [EPSS)  
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FIGURE B.3   Simplified Diagram for an Emergency Power Supply System [EPSS) and a Standby UPS 
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Public Input No. 77-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. C.1.2 ] 

Original Hide Markup

C.1.2 Other Publications.
C.1.2.1 ANSI Publications.

American National Standards Institute, Inc., 25 West 43rd Street, 4th floor, New 
York, NY 10036.

ANSI C84.1, American National Standard for Electric Power Systems and
Equipment — Voltage Ratings (60 Hertz), 2006 2011 .

C.1.2.2 IEEE Publications.
IEEE, Three Park Avenue, 17th Floor, New York, NY 10016-5997.

IEEE 450, Recommended Practice for Maintenance, Testing, and Replacement 
of Vented Lead-Acid Batteries for Stationary Applications, 2010.

IEEE 1106, Recommended Practice for Maintenance, Testing, and 
Replacement of Vented Nickel-Cadmium Batteries for Stationary Applications,
2005.

IEEE 1188, Recommended Practice for Maintenance, Testing and Replacement
of Valve-Regulated Lead-Acid Batteries for Stationary Applications, 2005 2010 .

C.1.2.3 UL Publications.
Underwriters Laboratories Inc., 333 Pfingsten Road, Northbrook, IL 60062-2096.

ANSI/UL 1008, Standard for Safety Transfer Switch Equipment, 2007 2012 .

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

current editions:
ANSI C.84.1 is 2012
IEEE 1188 is 2010
ANSI/UL 1008 is 2012
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Public Input No. 78-NFPA 111-2013 [ Section No. C.2 ] 

Original Hide Markup

C.2 Informational References.
The following documents or portions thereof are listed here as informational 
resources only. They are not a part of the requirements of this document.
C.2.1 NFPA Publications.

National Fire Protection Association, 1 Batterymarch Park, Quincy, MA 02169-
7471.

NFPA 70B, Recommended Practice for Electrical Equipment Maintenance, 2010 
edition.

C.2.2 IEEE Publications.
IEEE, Three Park Avenue, 17th Floor, New York, NY 10016-5997.

ANSI/IEEE 446, Recommended Practice for Emergency and Standby Power 
Systems for Industrial and Commercial Applications, 2002.

ANSI/IEEE 484, Recommended Practice for Installation Design and Installation
of Vented Lead-Acid Batteries for Stationary Applications, 2002 2008 .

IEEE 485, Recommended Practice for Sizing Lead-Acid Batteries for Stationary 
Applications, 1997 2010 .

ANSI/IEEE 944, Recommended Practice for the Application and Testing of 
Uninterruptible Power Supplies for Power Generating Systems, 1996.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input 

Current Editons:
ANSI/IEEE 484 is 2008
IEEE 485 is 2010
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(distributor); Stephen McCluer/Schneider Electric (manufacturer) 

Submittal 
Date: Sun Jul 07 19:19:55 EDT 2013

Copyright Assignment
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(NFPA) all and full rights in copyright in this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the 
Statement of Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire no rights, including rights as a 
joint author, in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative form 
is used. I hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to 
enter into this copyright assignment.
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By checking this box I affirm that I am STEPHEN MCCLUER, and I agree to be legally bound by the above 
Copyright Assignment and the terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by 
checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my submission of this form, have the 
same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature 
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